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PRESIDENT’ S MESSAGE

Another year, arid another President’s Message.
To start off on a negative note

(why not be different for a Change?)

the club has suffered a lot this year by not having a proper clubroom.
There has not been as much informal communication between members as in
previous years.

Hopefully, our shining new home in the basement of S.U.B.

will be worth the inconvenience.

It will certainly give the club a more

modern image, and encourage members to chat and make plans over a sand
wich at lunchtime

(that is if they like pale blue walls!).

The move has

and will cause a lot of junk to be thrown away; a re-organization of the
archives and equipment has been going on over the last few months.

The

move to the new clubroom is a very exciting event for the club.
As for the Brew Cabin, the saga continues

(see article).

The cabin

was rebuilt last fall on a new site on the top of a ridge, but unfortu
nately was not finished off enough to make it habitable.

The new site

is very good, with none of the snow loading problems of the old site.
With the sheet metal roofing put on, the endwalle insulated on the in
side and decorated on the outside, end a kerosene stove flown in, the
cabin can be made very comfortable and attractive.
this summer and fall.

This will happen

It says a lot of the VOC that it has not ignored

the problem of Brew, but that members have continued to help out, in some
cases many times.
The Harrison Hut, built in the fell of 1983, is withstanding the
elements very well.

As for the third cabin kit, in storage on campus,

the executive committee is currently exploring possibilities for its
future.
This year has seen the formation of a policy committee under the
chairmanship of Alan Dibb.

This unofficial body has been discussing the

role of the VOC, and the position of the VOC with respect to environmental
issues (see article).

The idea behind the committee was for it to pro

duce motions that could be put to the executive committee or a general
membership meeting.

These motions would ask questions of principle, so

that the club could build up a general framework of ethics and aime.

In

dividual questions or issues would then be answered in the context of the
greater framework.
The committee has stimulated a good deal of thought, and has pro
posed several motions.

However, there have been criticisms that the com

mittee does not contain a fair cross—section of views from the club, and
that it is losing focus.

I would encourage all members to drop in on a
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meeting of this committee.

There is not other mechanism by which the club
can obtain a framework of ethics and aims, since the executive committee

does not have time at its meetings to discoss anything more than immedi
ate questions.

Obviously such a framework cannot last forever onchenged,

so it is important to be thinking shout it every year.
Last but not least, VOC members have continued to go out on many
fine trips this year.

But you can read about them for yourselves

There are still lots of new trips to be done too!

For me, trips are the
essence of the yOU; they are where friends are made, and you get to know
yourself more as well.
Good luck!
Tony Webb

JOURNAL EDITOR’S MESSAGE
And last year’s story is unfolding once again, with
its amount of
bad weather, boshwhaok, loose rooks, sod its happy
ending; and hopefully
you will be able to laugh a bit more at the other
club members’ hardships
and misfortunes.

This year’s journal presents similar features to
previous years’
editions, with its usual emphasis on trips, but also
with some more
general outdoor related club activities.
Many thanks to the ones who
found time and inspiration to write articles.
Many thanks to the ones
who helped put the journal together:
Bruce, Normand, Audrey, Graham and
Pat (the typist), and finally some thanks for a
“late banquet” which al
lowed me to take more time to assemble the
publication.
Through the light you see the truth, and through
the VOC
articles you see white—outs and blizzards.
Francois Welt
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VOC GRAD NEWS

Bruce Fairley

Jay Page and Dick Culbert are associated with Ross Beatty in Ross
geology consulting firm.

After years of living in basements, cheap

hotels, etc., Culbert is reportedly acquiring a Vancouver apartment.
Bruce Blackwell is co-ordinating an ambitious program of trail
building for the FMCBC,

funded by the feds.

Grant McCormack is practising internal and respiratory medicine in
New Westminster.

yIarrison is also practising medicine in Vancouver.

Rob Boyce toils for Placer Development in Vancouver and points north.
Maria Lemon and Chris

McNeil have been off visiting Africa.

Sister

Helen Lemon is tying the knot shortly, while brother Dave Lemon and Pat
Javorski are expecting their second youngun.
Semi Claus is working in Calgary.
Peter Jordan is now president of the Vancouver section of the ACC,
dnd is teaching at Cap College.
John Naysmith was last heard of managing a haberdashery in Thunder
Bay (or is it Lalcehead?).
Back in town are Liz Pope, doing freelance writing, Sarah Golling
in first year law at UBC.
Ellen Woodd continues to instill sweetness and light into the youth
of Summerland, while Fred Thiessen and Cathy Chernenkoff
Nelson.

work out of

Cathy also got married to Walter Littlewood in December.

Jay MacArthur ski patrols at Whistler and works for B.C. Tel, while
Duncan Loutit. is a famous male model in the employ of Taiga Works.
Julie Qurom is still in Kitimat.
Steve Grant, Christine Bullen, and Rein Radsepp all ran for the
Board of Directors of NEC this year.
Gavin Barfoz-d owns a house near Main Street and is still engineer
ing away at things.
•

Frank Baumann and Rick Price are still teaching up in Squainish.
The indefatigable Karl Kicker is living on the North Shore and
helped keep the geblogical references in the revised Coast Guide from
becoming too ludicrous this summer.
Glenn Woodsworth is working on the new guide to the Hàrthemn Coast
Mountains, continuing a tradition going back more than twenty years.
Fim Auger is still active in the Parks Service in Banff.
But whatever happened to Jane Weller??

vii

Some more grad news es given by Audrey Pearson

(and others)

Paula Berjeron is working for the Red Cross.
George Fulton is gone to the depths of Thailand and works for CUSO.
Wayne Nagata is doing a Post Doctorate in Mathematics, while Susan
Nollenberg and Dave Wong are back to Medical School after completing
their trip to Asia.

Sharon Priest is gone to Rhode Island.

Brian Weddington managed to find a job in Engineering Management.
Graham Underhill works for the Forestry Department of Seymour Watershed.
John Baldwin finished his contract job in Mechanical Engineering
and left UBC.
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SOCIAL EVENTS
Bill Durtler

The social year started out with a Summer Reunion Party and bar

becue at Paul Phillips, Darlene Anderson and Peter Celliers’ place.
Attendance was a bit low, probably due to the difficulty of obtaining a
place in time to advertise the event properly.
time was had by all who were there.
to the Longhike at Whistler cabin.

After rock climbing school and hik

ing on a beautiful Saturday we had a delicious
dinner followed by dancing
sauna and jaccuzzi.

(thanks, cooks) spaghetti

talking and meeting new people in the

The next day saw more climbing and hiking.

a dark and stormy night for the Halloween
Jackie Gijssen’s Mansion in Ladner.
test

But, as they say, a good

About 120, mostly new members, came

It was

Party held this year at

After a team pumpkin carving con

(yielding some very artistic jack—o-danterns)

where witches and werewolves were whirling wildly.
party was continued in the pool and sauna

there was a dance
After midnight the

until the wee hours.

A few

hardy souls stayed overnight to brave the cleaning up and go skiing the
next day.
The winter activities were organized by Tony, as I was away.
There
was a skating party which everyone enjoyed, a mass ski trip to Manning
in which many beginners participated and which included a sing-along
in
the bus on the way back.
The year ended with a Christmas party at
Tony’s place.
This year so far we’ve had the After Christmas Slideshow Party at
Mary’s place, where participants in the Christmas trips got together to
show their slides and reminisce.
Coming up are a Valentine’s day Skat
ing Party and, of course, the Banquet which will be held
on March 22 at
International House and which will hopefully include a party afterwards
at some member’s house.

The following day should see a bunch of us try

to drown our hangovers in the Vedder River Innertube Run.

V
V

All in all it’s been an interesting experience for this antisocial
climbing bum, and I only hope you’ve enjoyed it as much as I have.
Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to thank all those people
who have helped me in the past 12 months.

would have been a lot worse.

Without that help things
V
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HIGH MAGNITUOE

-

LOW FBEQUEHCY

Pierre Friele

Creat plutons exposed, eroded
flexing in relief
Jointed, fracturing into giant chinese
puzzles

Water and ice working to topple
high pockets of ice, remnants of
a great sheet, flow
Imperceptibly, under their individual
regimens
looming seracs, straining the
plastic limits
Arch over humble passers by
Crack, like mortar fire
A million cubic metres leap
Onto the glacial elide, accelerating
Mountain travellers -below
Involved in a deadly coincidence
flee
The doors of death open
life dances in the air.
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SPRING 1984

SPEARHEADS TRAVERSE
Anders Ourom

February,

This jaunt began on a sunny Thursday morning.
were held up on Furry Creek hill by an accident.

1984

We left early, but
Paul had cleverly ac

quired six vouchers for free tickets at Blackcomb, but the wait for these
(and two paid tickets> was interminable.

After further delays we reached

the lift top at 1 P.M.
We began by climbing onto the shoulder W of Blackcomb.

We continued

along the ridge (on foot), and then traversed to the Blackcomb—Spearhead
col.

En route we were strafed by an Armed Forces jet.

After a good run

below the N side of Decker, we climbed to a ridge, dropped down a steep
gully, and made a long rising traverse to the N col of Pattison.

Condi

tions were superb (30 cm. of powder on a hard base), and trailbreaking
reasonable.

Only one reactionary insisted on using wax; he was punished

by being made to spend a good deal of time alone

(in front).

We camped

at the col; two snowcaved.
The next morning was overcast.

We dropped off the NE side of

Pattison, traversed, and then switchbacked up the Shudder Glacier to the
Tremor—Shudder col.
skiers.

Here we encountered an obtrusive group of heli—

So much for a promise by their guide to avoid areas being used

by ski—tourers.

After a few choice words for these obnoxious cretins,

we traversed the Platform Glacier, lunching below Quiver.
The afternoon was strenuous but beautiful.

We crossed the Ripsaw

and Naden Glaciers, having a fine run down each one.

The high point of

the trip ensued: a 500 m descent of the MacBeth Glacier, ending in a
sharp drop to the Fitzsinuuons Glacier.

A 300 m climb up the steep, fore

boding far side followed, ending on the N shoulder of Overlord.

Here we

brewed up before crossing the Overlord Glacier to the Fissile—Whirlwind
col and familiar ground.
euphoric.

We reached Russet Lake at sunset, tired but

The tranquillity of the sole occupant was shattered;

did he know that a further horde

little

(led by Ross Bates) was soon to straggle

in.
On Saturday we skied out via the trail in poor weathei.
to have enjoyed the trip, although it was a bit fast paced
so, given the incoming storm.

-

All seemed
justifiably

It would have been nice to have spare time
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to take a few runs and climb some peaks.
Participants
Chris Andrews
John Lats
Betsy Fletcher
Hillar Kalmar

Bill Lipsett
Anders Ourost CL)
Debbie Phillips
Paul Rapp

SLOWDOWN CREEK
Leisbet Croockewit

February, 1984

Due to the early start planned for Saturday, Pierre and I headed to

Whistler Friday night.

Saturday morning Alan arrived with the rest of

the group and a surprise, George, back from Quebec for a visit.

They

had met at NEC and George had been convinced to come.
We were headed for Blowdown Creek, off the Duffy Lake Road which
was plowed this winter allowing us to take advantage of new areas to
ski.

The logging road up the creek was also plowed

—

what luck we

thought until we had to pull off suddenly for a logging truck.

The

‘foresters’ had been allowed to go first as we were supposed to know what
to do (or maybe to ensure Alan would still be around to explore new areasS.
We parked the cars about half way up the valley, at the end of the plowed
section.

Out came all the equipment to ensure our enjoyment over the

next four days.
We skied up the valley, enjoying the freedom of “reading’

break.

At

the major junction in the road we had to decide which area to head into.
We all sat down to lunch and pondered this serious decision.

George

pulled out a vegetable display, including broccoli, zuccini and onions
from his pack.

Ha had just arrived in Vancouver two days before, and had

raided the family fridge.

The decision was made to stay in the main

valley, continua up the old mining road and head for the ridge between
the N fork of Blowdown Creak and the South fork of Cottonwood Creek.
It was a gradual, long climb to the pass, George showing the effects
of a winter of Quabecois cooking.
in a clwsp of trees.

We camped on the far side of the pass

After an initially cold night (I’d forgotten what

winter camping was all shout) we awoke to a beautiful day.
today was Gott Peak.

The objective

We skied up the ridge and walked along it not sure

which of the imposing bumps was the actual objective.
windblown and the ridge narrowed.

The snow was crusty,

It finally got too icy to continue, so

we retreated, had lunch and continued to a high point in the other direc
tion.

Peering into the distance we tried to distinguish the Stein valley.
Now, with a ‘peak’ under our belts we were ready for the powdery
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slopes.

What beautiful runs we had in the dry powder.

Henry and Alan

challenged each other to a run on the other side of the ridge, but the
(ahd avalanche hazard) was a bit too steep for them, even with the

slope

encouragement of Maria with the camera.
By the end of the afternoon, thrilled and thirsty we headed down to
Cottonwood Creek to fill the H
0 bottles.
2

Pierre and I had forgotten how

much fuel it took to make water so were conserving it and had slightly
dehydrated ourselves.
We spent the second night in the same camp, Alan and Maria with the
stove going half the night to keep Maria warm to study.

The next morning

we headed back to the pass and climbed a peak for some more of that ax—
hilerating dry powder.
Creek.

We were going into the South fork of Blowdown

It was a bushwhack on a steep sidehill, but everytime there was

some open space George couldn’t resist going for a run.

We picked out a

campsite in the trees at the head of the valley, had a hot drink and
headed out to catch the end of the light.

We wanted to see if we could

traverse around a mountain and come out lower down on Blowdown Creek.
The pass was quite far; Pierre, Henry and George went ahead for a recon
naissance and found the slope to the pass too steep to climb safely.
Back to the tents in the gathering dusk.
The following morning we followed the stream down
whack to the road.

Then down the road to the cars.

tial and great dry snow this area has.

—

quite a bush

What a lot of poten

We’ll be back

Participants
Alan Dibb (L)
Maria Dibb
Pierre Beaudry

Henry Marsden
George Fulton
Leisbet Croockewit

BEN LOMOND

Betsy Fletcher

March 4, 1984

It was an absolutely gorgeous day
more could we ask.

—

sunny, hot, good snow

the logging road.

what

There was a lack of snow at lower elevations which

lead tc some rather interesting creek crossings.
Omer Lake at 1:30

—

We drove up to 2,000 ft. and then started skiing up

—

We stopped for lunch at

Ben Lornand looked a long way away and totally unclimb

able.

We decided to go for it anyway.
Once we skied to the base of the
ridge it didn’t look so bad so Brian, Denise, Stig and I decided to go for
the peak while the other four skied out some of the fantastic looking
slopes.

The ridge turned out to be amazingly easy to climb and it only

took an hour and a half from Cener Lake.

The run down to the lake was

fantastic.

We should have made it a two day trip so we could ski more.

The ski down through the trees and the logging road turned out to he not
too bad and we arrived at the truck shortly after dark.
Participants
Brian Waddington (L)
Dave Williams
Denise Hart

Mark Nielsen
Shane Meyers

Alan Wong
Stig Anderson
Betsy Fletcher

HARRISON HUT
Alan Dibb

March 9-13, l9B4

The Lillooet River road had only been-crudely plowed and as we
drove over the top of the crusted snow and past plowed out wet avalanches,
I realized that a sudden warming or heavy snowfall could get my car and
Pat’s truck stuck up here for weeks.
this trip.

Fate, however, was to spare me on

It had, as is told elsewhere in this journal, better things

in mind for the little car known as the blue shark.
Ours was really the first trip to the new cabin, other than Jay’s
wet trip in November when heavy snow prevented them from getting beyond
the slopes just above the cabin.

The Christmas trip had been cancelled

mysteriously, and we felt wonderfully privileged to be the first ones at
a cozy new hut at the doorstep of a huge alpine area which had only seen
a few previous parties.

The ski in took six hours following the ridge

between Madhorse and Pika Creeks.
The cabin was a joy to visit; we were glad to see it holding out so
well after its first winter, particularly in view of the Brew debacle.
Wind had scoured a moat around the cabin so that no shovelling was nec
essary to open the door.

All the snow had slid off the roof.

Ho snow

had leaked into the cabin, except for a small amount by the door, which
we fixed with weather stripping we’d brought in.

Even the creek cooper

ated by being open at its nearest point to the cabin.
although it was never much below _l00 C

The cabin was warm,

outside, and the stove worked

well.
On Saturday visibility was very restricted, and so we used a rope on
the Magic Carpet Glacier.

We followed the glacier up and around to the

8650’ peak separating it from the Roller Coaster Glacier.

At the cabin

that evening it was somehow decided to name the peak after one of the
muscles that Maria was studying at med school.

My choice of “Mt.

Gluteus Maximue” was vetoeEj in favour of Maria’s “Zygomaticue Major”,
which is supposed to be the most important muscle in smiling (Maria
claims this is a peak that will make you smile),

On Sunday we began skiing up the moraine between the Magic Carpet
and La Flume Glaciers, but Maria had to turn back when her chronic ten

donjtjs flared up.

George, Henry, Pat and I continued up to the Three

Stooges and climbed Mt. Moe.

We then dropped down low enough to cross

La Flume, but when the weather suddenly cleared we turned up to the
Kremlin

—

Two Doctor col.

After skiing up the pair of them, we finished

the day with an excellent run down La Flume and a bit of spelunking in

the Blue Hole of Calcutta at the toe of the Magic Carpet.
The next day, with Maria back in commission, we skied up the Roller
Coaster Glacier.

At the top we had to decide which peak to climb.

The

obvious choices were Frozen Boot Peak, but this had been climbed by
George and I the year before, and Overseer itself, but George, Henry and
I had climbed it two years ago.

So, we set off for the peak Just east

of Frozen Boot, trying to appease Pat and Maria with the suggestion that
it might be a first ascent.
Mtn.”,

down at Madhorse Creek.
side.

The peak ended up with the name “Madhorse

since we were running low on ideas, and the peak looked directly
The best snow of the trip was found on the north

We returned by staying east of Frozen Boot and Kygomaticus Major

and were rewarded with views right down the Pemberton Icecap.

We came

around to the south col of Zygomaticus Major and then skied down the
Magic Carpet.
On Tuesday it was time to ski out.

George, Henry and I had not

learned our lesson from the previous occasion we skied out via Madhorse
Creek.

We led the group down the creek, but halfway or a bit more down

we realized there was even less snow than two years ago, and we ended up
clumbsily scrambling out of the canyon and onto the route we skied in by.
By 11:30 we were bathing in the hot springs and trying to decide what
peaks to head for the next time we come to the Harrison Hut.
Participants
Alan Dibb
Maria Dibb
George Fulton

Henry Marsden
Pat Sheehan

-.

EARLY HERDS AT SPHINX CAMP
Francois Welt

April 12—15, 1984

Our well informed minds were aware of the yearly migrations of VOC

herds to the foot of the Sphinx glacier.

For my part, I have been a

regular member of this herd, following each footprint, route markers,
and other signs which lead to the hut as April sets in.

However, an

early investigation into the growth of the population of the Sphinx camp
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had revealed a stage of pseudo stagnation.

We knew about the adverse

climatic conditions that plagued the mountains, and our scientific inter
est, or more precisely a strong optimism, pushed George and myself to the
unhospitable heights of Garibaldi Lake.

Two members of the herd (Sam and

another individual whose name is beyond me right now) were found in a
stage of semi-hibernation at the cabin.

Some excessive calory intake was

also noticeable as a food surplus was present due to the reduced number
of heads in the herd.

This is, or course, a dangerous situation which may

foster laziness and deterioration of the herd’s structures; but we kept
these remarks to ourselves and for our own scientific enrichment.
Four members indeed formed an ideal number to migrate about the area,.
The mookworxs glacier was trampled on that second day of our stay, and Mt.
Carr was encircled and climbed after some hesitation and concerns caused
by the presence of a huge avalanche slide standing in our way (it must
have happened the night before).

We were also about to do some ridge

walking, under the inspiration of a reckless George, with whom I had the
opportunity to notice his strong tendencies for a life of risks and ad
ventures earlier in the year during a Spearhead traverse ski trip, but we
finally came down to safer grounds.

Other classic migrations on skis were

done during that stay, such as the climb to the Guard on the third day,
which may present enough challenge f or unaccustomed scramblers.
The data for the month of April have always shown strong oscilla
tions in temperature, and we were not too surprised to sense warmer air
and to observe rain on the second night.

Meanwhile, the fight for the

control of the supremacy of the herd’s chess game raged inside.

George

had cunningly smuggled in a highly useful magnetic chess board, and
several games were played.
On the third and last evening prior to returning to urban popula
tions, great moves were being planned.

The ascent of Mt. Garibaldi was

in the air, and was finally decided upon during a somewhat democratic
process typical of the more evolved VOC populations which visit this area
in April.

An early start and we were out on the lake and up Glacier Pyke

only to face a foggy Sharkf in and an enwrapped Mt. Garibaldi...
Garibaldi

-

my second attempt.

were able to record a pouring rain situation.
the reduced herds behind
city environment.

Garibaldi,

We quickly returned to the cabin as we
We then packed up and left

(Sam and, the other individual) to return to our

The conditions were excellent for carrying out rigorous

navigational experiments.

An extremely foggy Garibaldi is an ideal labor

atory for measuring our ability to go straight, check our bearings, pick
the right direction.

There was a ten foot visibility ahead, behind, and
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on each side.

We ended up on the side of Mt. Prize... But this is the

ruthless world of navigational experiments.

On the way in, we faced a

white—out on the lake, which presented the seine interest as fog, end
similar results were obtained (without using our compass however).

We knew that larger herds were to conic as the weather improves, but
in a sense we were pleased to have had these mountains for ourselves.
Participants
Frencois Welt
George Fulton

Sam

Brendon

THE I.flLOOET ICECRP

Tony Webb

May, 1984

I remember skiing back to camp across the flat glacier below White
cross Mojijtain, pondering our situation.
evening meal.

We had enough food eft for one

If Pierre didn’t appear out of the skies by tomorrow with

the food for our proposed three week circumnavigation of the head of the
Lillooet River, then we would have to abandon the trip and ski back down
to our cars.

That would be a long day to get out

days to get in.

day.

-

it had taken us two

Maybe we could go on half rations and wait just one more

But we mustn’t leave outselves too weak to deal with an accident.
Five days earlier we had left Pierr in Vancouver, and the remaining

five of us drove as far as we could along the Lillooet River road, which
eventually leads to
north from Mount Job.

the morraine at the bottom of the glacier that runs
We had been able to drive about three miles past

the Meagre Creek turn—off before a collapsed tree forced us to park.
The next day we skied along the road as far as Salal Creek, end then up
Salal Creek through reasonably open forest, keeping to the right above
the gorges.

Even though the trees weren’t too bad, I still managed to

break my “unbreakable” Lifelink pole by planting it behind a root and_
then falling into a tree holi

We camped the first night at the fotk of

the creek, and continued in the morning up the left—hand valley leading
to the icefield west of White Cross Mountain.
This icefield was to be our rendezvous point with Pierre.

For sev

eral days before we left we had been trying to persuade Ron mrro in
Squamish to fly his ski-plane up onto ihe icefields to place our three

food drops, but always the cloud level had been too low.

When the day

on which we had planned to leave caine, and everyone was finally rid of
all ccnnitments and responsibilities, we decided to go ahead and ski in
with five days’ food.

Pierre would stay behind with the rest of the food,

and join us whenever the clouds would lift enough for Ron Berro to fly.
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So when we returned to camp on the fifth day having climbed White
Cross Mountain, we knew that Pierre had not made it that day (even though
the weather had improved), since we would have seen the plane land.

Put

ting my thoughts on the predicament aside for a moment, I looked up fran
Betsy’s tracks to see how far it was to camp.

And there, not 20 yards

away in all these miles of whiteness, was Pierre skiing towards us!
That we had not seen him before was amazing; he must have been clearly

in view for several minutes.

We inssediately started asking him how he

managed to appear out of nowhere without a pack of food!

Of course

Pierre, in his usual style, was very casual about the whole situation.
It turned out that Pierre had been camping in Ron Barro’s office at
Squamish Airport for a couple of days, his only source of sustenance be
ing the coffee machine.

He and Ron were waiting for a break in the

weather, but this never came.

Eventually Ron kindly drove Pierre and the

mountain of food boxes to Pemberton, where Pierre was going to ask Eldon
Talbot of Pemherton Helicopters to fly him as high as the clouds would

permit.

That is what eventually happened on the evening before our en

counter with Pierre
5000’

-

they dropped two-thirds of the food at about the

level on the glacier just east of Mt. Alecto, and the remaining

one—third of the food along with Pierre at a similar elevation in Salal
Creek, about 1000’ below our camp.

The rest of ue did not notice the

sound of a helicopter that evening, muffled by the cloud.

Pierre slept

in a snow trench in a bivy—bag that night, with no shortage of food!

The

next day, the day we climbed White Cross Mountain, he spent skiing around
looking for us, not quite knowing whether we had already left!
After our reunion, we all skied down with Pierre to bring the food
up to our camp.

We quickly realized that the fact that two-thirds of

our food was at one location instead of the two originally planned was
going to mean carrying two weeks’ worth of food.
worth is quite a lot!

Even carrying one week’s

But at that point we were so relieved that the trip

could procede that we just thought: we’ll cross that bridge when we get
to it.
The next day we skied up the Bridge Glacier (no- pun intended) to a
camp half-way between Bridge Peak and Stanley Peak.
in my memory,

That day sticks out

since the light was flat and the glacier even flatter.

managed to climb 2500’ over P km without noticing any slope at all!

We
This

was our first taste of skiing on a really big icefield; it reminded me of
being at sea.

you know that as long as you keep your course towards land

you will eventually get there.

The feature that you are heading for seems

close at first, but hours later the view is exactly the same.
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From our conveniently located campsite we climbed Bridge Peak

(9634’>

the following morning, and Stanley Peak ( 9600’) in the afternoon, with
lunch back at camp.

Both peaks were straightforward ascents.

On Bridge

we1eft our skis at the col and climbed the snow of the west ridge; on
Stanley we could ski all the way to the top from the north side.
This was the day that Pierre disappeared into a crevasse unroped.
There was absolutely no sign

of a crevasse from the surface, except for

Pierre’s neat hole through the snow.

The crevasse was very close to some

rocks forming the ridge along the head of the glacier, so in retrospect
one would expect crevasses there.

Fortunately he was not hurt (maybe a

little shocked>, and had landed on his feet on a snow bank about 10’ down.
He was able to climb out.

This incident certainly made everyone very

aware of the insidious danger of crevasses, although it was not enough to

make us rope up all the time.

Pierre was up well past bed—time that

evening practising rescue procedures
The weather the following day was by far the best of the whole trip.
Unfortunately we did not need good weather for the task at hand, which
was to establish a new camp at the confluence of the

three glaciers

next to Mt. Alecto, and to collect the remaining two—thirds of the food
from the other mis-placed airdrop.
We came to call the new campsite “the white furnace”.

It was at

the focal point of a parabolic reflector formed by the surrounding gla—
ciers, and when we arrived that afternoon the sun was blazing hot.

After

selecting the site we continued down the glacier with empty packs to pick
up the food.

Each person had a full pack on the way back

-

we would ob

viously have to do some pretty serious eating over the next couple of
days before we could do our next move
The next day the group climbed Mt. Chloe
the “white furnace”.

(9683’) as a day trip from

We originally tried to climb the snow on the north

side of the peak, but a small avalanche demonstrated all too vividly the
instability on that side, so we skied back to the south side and as
cended from there.

All day long we watched the ceiling of cloud, high

at first, and steadily getting lower.

Just after we got back to camp

the cloud finally engulfed us in a white—out.
This was to be the turning point of the trip in terms of the weather.
The original idea of the trip was to spend a few days at each food drop
climbing peaks as day trips, and to move to new camps when the weather
was not good enough to go peak-bagging.

But from this point on in the

trip the pattern was of continual white—out, perhaps with a tantalizing
glimpse of some mountains in the evenings.

Because of this we had to
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reluctantly pass by Magaera, Alector, Tisiphone, Lillooet and finally
Dalgleish.

We would move camp by compass bearing, then wait at the new

campsite for a day or two for one of these mountains to lower its defen
ses.

But the fog continued, and therefore so did we.
Peter and Pierre used some of this time in developing their skills

in snow block craftmanship.

They would build increasingly elaborate

walls around our camps as the trip proceded, culminating in an arch over
the entranceway, and a partially enclosed washroom.
We would also make forays into the fog during the waiting days in
search of good slopes to ski on.

They were not hard to find.

A partic

ularly good day was had skiing off the top of what we christened “Ben
Mevis”

—

a 9019’ bump to the SE of Lillooet Mountain.

The route we chose in order to cross over to the Manatee Range was
to descend down to “Bathtub Lake”
of Mount Dalgleish.

—

a lake at the 4000’ level to the SE

We had given the lake this name because when we were

looking at the maps when planning the trip,
have a bath.

it seemed a good place to

However, when we got there it was raining, and the lake was

frozen; nobody felt like having a bath at all!
The descent down the glacier from Mt. Dalgleish to Bathtub Lake was
guite tricky since it was heavily crevassed.

It was very frustrating

trying to ski roped together, because one was continually being pulled
over by the person ahead.

The climb back up to the Sirenia Glacier on

the opposite side was also very steep and avalanche prone.

As John Bald

win says in his book “Exploring the Coast Mounteins on Skis”, valleys in
the Toba drainage are exceptionally steep and cliffy.

In retrospect, a

better route would have been to follow the ridge between the Toba and
Manatee Watersheds.
For better or for worse we arrived at the head of the Sirenia Gla
cier, and camped just past the col to the Worth of Dolphin Peak.

The

next morning we looked out of our tents, to be greeted by the all too
familiar view of fog.

The three people in our tent, Peter, Darlene and

myself, were getting somewhat tired of all this, so we decided to head
for home.

Being graduate students, why take all this time off work in

order to sit in a tent?

The other three opted to stick around a few more

days to see if the weather would improve.
Actually, as Murphy’s Law would have it, the weather did get better
during our two day ski out, and the other three were able to move their
camp to the glacier just to the S of the Wahoo Tower, and almost climb
Mt. Manatee.

But, apparently after that, it returned to its old pattern.

Our route out took us down to the snout of the Manatee Glacier, and
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then up to the Mosaic Glacier.

We then traversed across the head of the

Job Glacier until we could descend steeply down the glacier that runs
North from Mount Job.

This mountain looked very impressive in winter,

with beautiful snow flutings coming down the North face.

From the bottom

of the glacier we picked up the old B.C. Hydro road, which led us
siraight back to our cars.
After 16 days of snow, rock and sky, the greenness of the forest
was strangely fascinating.

But some of the views that we experienced on

the icefields were really awe—inspiring
Participants
Peter Ceiliers
Pierre Friele
Betsy Fletcher

Brian Waddington
Darlene Anderson
Tony Webb

WHITE-OUT

Darlene Anderson

April 30—May 15/19, 1984

We crawled out of our bags Monday morning, April 30, 1984; to low
clouds and greyness.

Chances of Pierre flying in were negligible.

We’d

just spent the night camped by the cars which were parked in a large
cleared out area part way along the road to Salal Creek.
was impassable, even for a four—wheel drive.

The road ahead

Despite the poor weather

we packed up our gear and started on our big two—three week ski adventure
which would take us up the Bridge Glacier, over to the Lillooet Icecap
and Out near the Manatee area.
It started to rain.

The road went up and then down.

Arriving at

Salal Creek we decided it would be a good idea to check if the bridge
across the Lillooet River,
ately it was.

further down the road, was intact.

Fortun

Our planned exit route was dependent on it being there.

Our access route up to the Bridge Glacier took us along a ridge on
the east side of Salal Creek.

At first it was fairly steep and the snow

was poor, so we took our skis off for a short way.
out to very pleasant ski touring terrain.

It then f1ttened

-

By 5:00 p.m. we had had enough and stopped to set up camp.
was prepared and eaten with a gusto

—

Dinner

for there wasn’t much of it.

Our

plans to fly the food in two days earlier had gone astray because of high
winds and low fog.

The next day, Sunday, the plane had been fully booked

and Monday the weather had not co—operated.

Despite not having placed

the two food drops on Sunday we had decided that five of us, Tony Webb,
Peter Celliers, Brian Waddington, Betsy Fletcher and Darlene Anderson,
would start skiing in Monday morning and Pierre Friele woulid fly the
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food in as soon as the weather permitted.
four days’
him.

He would be dropped off with

food at the start of the Bridge Glacier where we would meet

Therefore we were carrying only three to four day’s food.

If the

weather had continued like it had on Monday, we would have had to stretch
it out

...

or abandon the trip.

Tuesday dawned
not looking good.

you guessed it

-

-

grey and cloudy.

Things were

We continued up the valley to the glacier.

En route

Tony broke one of his Life Link ski poles by levering over a tree branch
with it.

No extra poles.

Himem....

Not to worry, the handle of a shovel,

tape and a few twigs did the trick.
We made camp that night up on the glacier where a steady wind gave
us our first chance to build a snow wall,

—

By morning our camp was filled with snow.

against the wind of course.
The wind had changed direc

tion overnight, and we had built a well on only one side.

We had lots

of time to clean out the area and build a wall on all sidea, since Pierre
wee nowhere to be seen and the weather wee still
way to describe it.

well, WHITE is the beet

-

We did little that day but spent about an hour ski

ing up a nearby bump.

Things were looking grim.

We figured the longest

we could hold out was one more day and then Friday we would have to ski
out.
Amazingly, Thursday dawned clear, to the north anyway.

It wee atill

guite cloudy to the south, but certainly good enough to climb White Cross
Mountain.

We spent all day looking for a plane, hoping that despite the

low clouds to the south Pierre could make it in.
totally, we did have a

Nothing.

Well, not

wonderful, long ski run down the Bridge Glacier,

where at the bottom we bad lunch on some rocks in the warm sun.

But, no

Pierre.
We headed back to camp in low spirits, heads down, all plodding
along.

And then,,..

almost speechless.

It was like a miracle.

Pierre was there.

We were

The day before he had managed to get one food drop

in at Ring Glacier and the rest was with him.

He had shared a helicopter

flight with a BCMC group who were stranded without food up on the Frank
Smith Glacier.

So the trip could go on.

Nonetheless I think we all de

cided that in the future we would wait for the food drops to be placed
before starting on a trip.

Naturally the first thing Pierre did was to

jump off a cornice, which Peter, the trip photographer, captured on film.

The next day we eat off under cloudy akiea to travel up the Bridge
Glacier.

Moat of the day was spent in a white—out.

Tony tried to spice

up his journey by skiing onto a steep section directly above aome cracka
in the ice with a sixty pound pack on his back.

He had to take his pack
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off to turn around and escape.

At camp, seven hours and many sore mus
cles later, Pierre and Peter built a fantastic arch over the doorway to
the camp area.
I was amazed it could be done.
The following day, Saturday May 5, proved to be our most successful

day of the trip.

Clear and sunny, we climbed Bridge Mountain in the morn
ing, had a leisurely lunch back at camp, and climbed Stanley Mountain
in

the afternoon.

However, before climbing Stanley, Pierre gave Tony, Peter

and I a good scare.

On route to Stanley the four of us decided to go up

onto a ridge to get a view of the route ahead.

Heading back to climb

Stanley, Pierre whipped around a corner and when the three of us rounded
it, all we saw was a hole.
Shouts of Pierre are you alright? yielded
no reply.

Luckily he had only dropped about fifteen feet into the berg

shrund and had landed on a snow Shelf.

Needless to say the next morning

found us practicing crevasse rescue
Since there were no peaks left to climb at the “Bridge-Stanley
camp we headed over to the section of Ring Glacier where four glaciers
intersect.
The downhill ski run was horrible, breakable crust, and we
had to carefully avoid large crevasse ridden areas.

It was another beau

tiful, sunny day and the heat at the intersection, which acted like a
focal point for the sun’s rays, was amazing.
There was also no wind so
it must have been about 30°C.

Here we spent a couple of hours retreiving

our fourteen day’s food from lower down the glacier.
Once again Monday dawned clear and sunny, so after a leisurely
breakfast we set off to climb Mt. Chloe and Mt. Daphnis which were lo
cated at the top of the glacier that headed northwest from camp. Unfor
tunately by the time we reached the col between Chloe and Daphnis, four
hours later, the weather had changed.
head and it was extremely windy.

There were grey storm clouds over

Our plans to go up the northerly slope

of Chloe were abandoned after Brian set off a small avalanche onto the
rest of us.
It is quite exciting to watch a wave of snow heading di
rectly for you
moments.
day.

Luckily it was slow moving and stopped after a few

I probably need not tell you we had a pieps practice the next

In order to get something from our efforts we climbed the southerly

face of Chloe, but decided against Daphnis as the avalanche danger on
steep slopes seemed too high.
Snow and low visibility kept us in our bags till noon the next day.
Eventually we got up and wandered up the glacier that headed southwest
from camp, hoping to maybe climb Mt. Alecto.

However the weather got

worse instead of better, so we just skied the final slope of the glacier
above camp a couple of times.
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Wednesday, the weather was again poor so we decided to move on with
as much of the fourteen days food as we could carry.

We only left be

hind one tub of peanut butter, one tub of margarine, and a cheesecake.
We had a great fire, burning two to three litres of gas, the cardboard
boxes, some toilet paper and the garbage.
We headed up the glacier towards the intersection of the Bishop and
Lillooet Glaciers.
west.

Reaching this intersection we continued south—south

By mid—afternoon the visibility was extremely poor and the winds

were building to

a ferocious level.

Since we weren’t sure of the cre

vasse danger in this area the lead group skied roped up.

We stopped at

about 7000’, just west of Lillooet Mountain, between this peak and Mt.
Tisiphone.

Never before had the snow wall, quickly put up around the

camp, made such a difference to the quality of life.

It was nice to be

out of the wind!
The next day the weather kept trying to get better but it never
succeeded.

The best part of the day was the excellent snow we found on

the north side of bump 9019’

-

the best skiing of the trip.

How we yearned to climb Lillooet, Dalgleish, and maybe even Tisi—
phone.

We waited around all day Friday for the weather to break, the

white—out being so complete we couldn’t even move.

It was remarkable

how hot the tent became by mid-day, despite the white-out.

So hot in

fact that there were rumours of a naked man seen dashing through camp.
Who knows?

We were all delirious from lying around all day, discussions

of Coriolis forces in ocean currents, Japanese noblemen cutting off each
other’s heads
Saturday the altimeter indicated that better weather was to arrive.
It was nowhere to be seen but it looked clear enough to move camp, thus
giving up our dreams of climbing Lillooet and company.
almost saw the peaks of Tisiphone and Lillooet.

As we left we

Moments later it was

white again.
Our route for the last five hours of Saturday proved to be most
interesting

-

skiing down an icefall.

At least the weather cleared as

we lost elevation and we could see where we were skiing.
been impossible otherwise.
Manatee area.

It would have

We had great views of the mountains in the

It turned out that most of the time we actually skied the

slope to the east of the icefall and not on the glacier itaelf.
at one point we did try roping up.
to be done while skiing roped up.

However,

I showed everyone all the things not
Tony, Peter and Betsy, on the other

rope, could hardly keep from laughing.

It was so ridiculous.

Exhaustion

was one of my problems, lack of coordination must have been the other.
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We gave up.
The snow was really slushy and e bit rotten by the time we reached
the bottom which was at 5000’.

tt certainly felt different being down

that low for the first time in days

-

warm and wet.

Well if we thought Saturday’s skiing was interesting, Sunday proved
to be even more exciting.

We skied further down the glacier, trying to

find a way to ski up to the next glacier.
and rock prison.
a way out.

It felt like being in a snow

Everyone’s eyes searched and proved the east side for

Pierre attempted one steep slope, but had to abandon it part

way up at some rocks.
Finally we came to a slope that, at least, was less steep than any
of the others.
and slushy.

Nevertheless it had old slides on it and the snow was wet

An anxious two hours were spent while everyone skied up

one at a time.

—

The relief everyone felt at lunch, on top, where the snow

was dry and the terrain relatively flat, was immense.

Lunch was long and

leisurely, everyone glad to be where they were.
After lunch we continued slowly upward into the ever present white
out and the wind.

It was not the seventh day of whiteness.

The three

grad students, Tony, Peter and myself, contemplated leaving the next day
if the weather didn’t improve.

Perhaps it would he better to get back to

our work in the city, since the weather was preventing us from accomplish
ing much on the icecap.

So Monday, dawning white and cloudy, saw the three of us leaving to
ski out, while the other three skied over to the Manatee area.

By mid—

afternoon the weather was clear and almost sunny.
The next day dawned cold and clear.

From our camp, Tony and I looked

longingly at the perfect view of the mountains in the Manatee area.
was crystal clear.

Too late now, Peter wanted to go

trust the weather anyway?

—

It

and who could

Our predictions were correct and soon clouds

had enveloped the Manatee and Bridge Glacier area.

mained in sun and light clouds for most of the day.

Fortunately we re
Reaching the bottom

of the glacier and trees again proved to be a warm and rich experience
to our senses.

Birds twittered, sunlight filtered through the tree

branches and the mighty Lillooet River flowed along beside us.
even sag a mother bear and her cubs.

Tony

Nature had taken on a new and dif

ferent form for the first time in fourteen days.
It was a long trek out, lasting till 6:00 p.m.
to the parking area.

What a relief!

have never, ever felt sooo... good.

Peter and I limped

The hot springs at Meagre Creek
Late that night we rolled into Van

couver for yet another shock to our systems.

Lights, cars, people.

you
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could feel them breathing all around you.

For us the adventure was over.

Certainly, as Peter remarked one day, the snow and rock of a glacier can
be described as desolute, but I would describe it as being one of the
neatest experiences of my life.
year

—

I’m looking forward to another one this

only I think I would prefer a little more sun and a little less

cloud.
As for Brian, Betsy and Pierre, they had one day of good weather and
attempted to climb Manatee, but found the avalanche dangers too high.
Then, after three or four more days of whiteness their trip too, was
over.
Participants
Tony Webb (L)
Peter Celliers
Darlene Anderson

Pierre Friele
Betsy Fletcher
Brian Waddington

THE LILLOOET ICECAP

-

THE THIRD WEEK

Brian Waddington

May, 1984

After two weeks of skiing on the Lillooet Icecap we sat dejectedly
at our camp on the Serenia Glacier.
been for most of the past two weeks.
whiteouts and missed peaks.

The weather was terrible, as it had
We were all a little tired of

Tony, Darlene and Peter had had enough;

they were heading out, back to their graduate studies.

Pierre, Betsy,

and I couldn’t handle the idea of returning to civilization
ployment) so we decided to stay another week.

(and unem

Besides, the weather had

to improve sometime.
The next day was sunny and our spirits rose.

As the others skied

off towards the Meager group we moved our camp around to the glacier be
tween Wahoo Tower and Manatee Peak.
across the tracks of a grizzly.

As we headed for Manatee we came

The tracks led frpm east to west and we

later followed them right down to Manatee Creek.

The bear had travelled

all the way from Manatee Creek, over a 7500 foot glacier, and down to the
Toba River!

Fortunately he had avoided our camp.

We thought we could climb Manatee by the south ridge.

turned out the east ridge would have been a better bet.

But as it

We traversed

from the cmi to the east, up and across the sunny south face of Manatee.
A wet snow avalanche had recently run from the cornice above, down some
2000 feet to disappear out of sight below.

Me had great faith in the

lightning strikes once theory, since we figured that a cornice could
only break once and that the old debris would deflect other slides.
we climbed right up the debris to safely reach the south ridge.

So

However,
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the ridge was too sharp and corniced for us to climb, so we descended.
As we skied down the carpet of nerdballs we noticed that another ava
lanche had released right beside the old track, without crossing it.
Lightning strikes only once in the same place.

But I wouldn’t do it

again
For the rest of the day we skied “Insta—grin Basin, 45° in a foot
and a half of powder

—

incredible

We may not have had too much sunshine

on the icecap, but we did have generally excellent snow.

Winter snow in

May
After this brief two day respite the weather closed in again,
so we
didn’t try any more peaks.

We spent two days skiing around waiting for

improvement before giving up and heading out.
route as Tony.

We followed the same

The weather was warmer now and the snow turned to mush

under the falling rain.

“10”.

On the second day of skiing Out we had a really good white—out, a
We were ‘contouring” from the Manatee Glacier around the south

side of Polychrome Ridge.
cornice.

In the whole day we saw two rocks and a wind

We discovered the cornice quite by accident.

We were skiing
along, throwing snowballs in front of us with our poles, when suddenly
we couldn’t see them land anymore.
Careful probing revealed some sort
of dropoff ahead, so Pierre headed back downhill to ski around it. Sud
denly he disappeared.

One second he was there, the next he was gone.
He had been swept off the cornice by a small sluff and had come to rest
15 feet and a broken ski later.
Fortunately the break was right under

the binding and the cable held the ski together.
The next day took us up the Mosaic Glacier, along the ridge to
Mount Job

(where the wind was so strong that rime formed on our faces),
the “Unemployment Glacier” just north of Job, and down the road to the
car.
We headed for the hotsprings for dinner and a soak only to meet

with a rude culture shock.

There were at least a hundred cars there

plus ghettoblasters, chainsaws, and drunks.

We almost turned around and
headed back to the icecap, but managed to find a tolerably quiet pool
after all.
As we cooked dinner by the pool a couple of decent fellows
dropped by to chat and offered us beer, somewhat restoring our faith in
civilization.
Participants
Betsy Fletcher
Pierre Friele
Brian Waddington

First two weeks only:
Darlene Anderson
Peter Celliers
Tony Webb
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Sunset on Bridge Peak from third camp
by Peter Celliers
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BAKER OR BUST
Anita Miettunen

May 26—27, 1984

Mount Baker, that massive, looming form lying just South of the
Canada

U.S. border, is often visible frau certain vantage points in

-

Vancouver.

If you’re lucky, you can see the whole mountain from town on

a clear day and dream about the sights you could behold, if only you
were on its snow—capped top.

end

The

of May presented some great weather and still reasonable

skiing conditions.
Baker.

Five of us signed up on Brian’s trip to climb Mt.

Most of us wanted to bag something big;

some of us, having skied

or hiked in the area before, now wanted to climb the peak itself; one of
us wanted to watch illicit movies in a motel.
Saturday morning, all six of us squeezed, crammed and jaimsed into
one jeep and left for the U.S.
kind experience
tions.

—

The trip down proved to be a one—of-a—

a combination of various yoga positions and new situa

We managed to sneak through customs on our first try.

For anyone reasonably fit, Mt. Baker is a fun and rewarding mountain
to climb.

As it’s over 10,000 ft. high, there’s the challenge of climb

ing something a bit higher than what Vancouver’s local mountains offer
and it also provides spectacular views of endless Canadian end U.S.
mountain ranges.
Numerous other parties were also going up Baker that same weekend.
We were surprised to find everyone else travelling on foot though.

As

we reached our camp spot at about 8,000 ft. late Saturday afternoon, the
U.S. parties already camped around there looked in amazement as we ap
peared on skis through the thick fog that had whited us out lower down.
Had they never seen skiers before?

Apparently Americans don’t use skis

as often as we do, to go up peaks, we decided.
It was windy where we planned to camp, so we set about building a
hige snowwall to surround all of our tents.
Americans even more.

This activity shocked the

While setting up a tent, Betsy accidently knocked

a loose pole, sending it shooting down the slope into the wild whiteout
below.

As we all clumsilypointed to each other that a tent pole was

falling off the mountain and slowly ran unsuccessfully after it too late,
I began to think that the Americans probably had reason, after all, to
shake their heads at us.
Although Saturday afternoon had deteriorated into near whiteout con
ditions, early evening brought a change in the weather, back to the
favoured, clear skies.

The evening was great; cooking under the stars
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and trading stories, before the cold sent us to our sleeping bags.
About 6:00 a.m. Sunday morning, Brian sounded the weke-up cell.
Dave was up first in my tent, eager to eat his breakfast of a chocolate
bar and sardines.

Was this intriguing combination of carbohydrates and

protein the secret to his amazing speed?

We may never know for sure.

It was a perfect morning to climb Mt. Baker and as we set off on

our faithful sticks, we soon found ourselves passing all of the other
groups already out.

A col is reached at about the 9,000 ft. level and

here, the snow leading towards Baker’s top is often too hard to make for
good ski traversing.

In addition, the Roman Wall, which is a very steep

section leading to the mountain’s crest, is easier to go up on foot.

So,

leaving our skis at this col, we set off kicking steps in snow (or follow
ing those already kicked—in)

to the top.

Though the altitude slowed down a few people, we all reached Baker’s
top in excellent time and excellent spirits.

Mt. Baker is still an ac

tive volcano and we saw what appeared to be steam rising from one of its
south-facing flanks.
area.

The top of the mountain is a large,

flat, open

We stayed there only long enough for pictures and e guick food

break as the winds were strong.

Unfortunately, a plane appeared while

we were on the summit; it hovered noisily about only some 30 ft. above
us.
This annoying incident was soon in competition with a slight roar we
detected on our descent to the col.

Oh my god

There were several snow—

mobilers madly cruising everywhere and crossing crevasses, along the
mountainside below where we’d left our skis.
to put up with such noise.

It was infuriating to have

In addition, the whole mountain was now

covered with what seemed like a hundred people, coming and going like
lemmings to the summit.

Mount Baker was definitely not the type of wil

derness ski trip that we were used to.
-

Nevertheless, we were satisfied we came to the area and got up to

the top before the hordes of backpackers ascended.
OK and the sun was shining.

The skiing was still

With plenty of time to spare, we relaxed at

our camp on the way down before returning to the jeep in late afternoon
and heading home.
We met some of the snowmobilers where we had left the jeep and
grumpily acknowledged their presence.
were all Canadians.

It was ironic to find out they

Unfortunately, someone had let the air out of the

tires of one of their vehicles.

These guys were no small specimens of

the human race and as they eyed us warily, we quickly packed and left.
We were irked at having met snowmobilers as high up on the mountain
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as we did, but agreed that letting air out of someone’s truck tires solves
nothing and probably in the long run creates more hostility between con
flicting wilderness users.
On our way home we were detained at customs, while Deborah, an
American, had to explain to I!rmigration why she was living in Canada
and
had not renewed her Visa.
Of course that is another story altogether....
Participants
Dave Williams
Deborah Bray
Betsy Fletcher

Anita Miettunen
Brian Waddington
Wolfgang Jürgensen

SUMMER 1984

MOUNT REXFORD
Peter Celliers

Early June, 1984

With the winter’s snow receding quickly, a party of nine of us

found ourselves heading down the Fraser Valley early one Saturday morn
ing. We had all traded our skis and ski boots for the more predestrian
gear of hiking boots, ice axes and ropes.

Our objective was the sununit

of Mt. Rexford via the easy route, the west ridge.
The approach is along Neskawatch Creek starting from the Chilliwack
River road.

The valley has been logged but there has been no recent ac
tivity, so the logging road system is virtually useless for any type of
vehicle.
We all started on foot only about 1 mile from the Chilliwack
River turn—off.

The bridge across Neskawatch Creek was obliterated.

An

exciting crossing was made over a large bushy log, half subserged in a
torrent of icy froth.
Following the crossing we bushwhacked along the
creek f or a mile or two until the road miraculously reappeared out of
the creek bed, as if it had been there all along.
A logging spur eventually leads to the base of Rexford, and from
this point a steep trail rising about 4000 feet (in less than a mile!)
took us to a bowl situated about 1800 feet below the summit.
The views from the campsite were tremendous, including Mt. Slesse,
and peaking behind, the Border Peaks.

A fine sunset was enjoyed amid

the sound of camera shutter clicking.
The next morning saw us fumbling around in the cold with ropes and
harnesses.

Although the route is easy by most standards, we were a

large and relatively unexperienced group.
ties:

We separated into three par

Steve, Darlene and Deborah; Tony, Bev and Denise; and, Norniand,
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Peter, end Anite.

Deborah guickly opted for a day of cunning on the

rocks below the summit, so Steve and Darlene scrambled up smartly and
But the rest of us

spent much time watching us bumbling around below.
got there

(eventually) with the help of Tony’s lead up a last vertical
In all, eight out of nine bagged it.

10 foot chimney to the top.

Much time was spent on the lest 200 feet of the summit end it was
7:00 p.m. by the time the lest of us returned to the camp!

At this

point Steve, Darlene, Deborah end Anita had long ego descended.
We pecked up quickly as the summer sun still shone with a wsrm,
yellow glow, end soon we set off down the trail.
before dark, but not the log.
the car’s engine turning over

With the sound of

(there was some doubt about that-) we knew

we could relax after a long day.
Perticipents
Tony Webb (L)
Normand Fortier
Peter Celliers

The road was reached

We got across anyway.

-

Darlene Anderson
Denise Hart
Doborah Bray

Steve Coombs
Bev Mcteod
Anita Miettunen

ASPEN
June 9—10,

Darlene Anderson

1984

Four months efter this trip, Dave kept saying to me “Remember at
Ashlu when...” end I’d look at him end think “You weren’t on the trip to
Ashlu, that’s off the Squemish River road end that wes en ACC trip I went
on when you were in Englend”.
meen Aspen don’t you?

Then I’d think a bit more end say, “You

The one off the Duffy Lake road, just pest the

Joffre Lakes trailheed, up the heedweters of Ceyoosh Creek”.

Mow thet

he hes finally remembered the name of the peek, Bruce Feirley tells us
that its official name is Mt Merriott
This was one of the best trips most of us did lest spring, pertly
because it was successful and also because the eccess didn’t involve eny
horrendous bushwhacking.

Just as the Duffy Lake •roed rounds the corner

to actually follow Cayoosh Creek we took a logging road that heads off
north -from the main road.
fork

We continued along this way taking the lower

(the upper fork takes you into steep forest sooner than you want),

until we couldn’t drive any further.

Alex bravely pushed his parent’s

beautiful new car as far as Brian took his jeep.

(Some of us were

travelling in style on this trip!)
We walked to the end of the road and as soon as we entered the woods
there was enough snow to put our skis on.

What more could we ask for?

suppose it isn’t all that surprising since the main road had taken us to

I
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about 4000’.

We skied along fairly flat terrain for a while,

the more easterly fork of Cayoosh Creek.

following

Then we went up a fairly steep

section, across a major creek flowing from a lake to the east, and up
into wonderful, gentle touring terrain.

We continued on up the valley

until 3:30 p.m. where we made camp at the last lake near the base of the
climb.

We put up the tents, had dinner and then went off for a few ski

runs before bed.

The day had been cloudy and we were hoping the weather

would improve by morning.

Some of us hadn’t climbed anything for over a

month and were getting pretty itchy to do so.

Last weekend’s attempt at

Mamquam had greeted us with the Spring of ‘84’s usual dose of dense
cloud.
Luckily by 8:00 a.m. the next morning the weather had improved so
that we enjoyed a leisurely breakfast outside the tents, in the sun.
Brian’s attempt at an early 6:30 a.m. start was unsuccessful because for
tunately at that early hour it was still cloudy.
Nonetheless the skies weren’t entirely clear and we could not see
the peak, although from camp this probably wasn’t possible because it
was actually quite far away.

To start the climb we had to go up a fairly

steep slope which gave the leader
and slushy.

(Dave) wet boots as the snow was deep

Most of the time the snow sloughed away from each footstep,

making the ones below him keep clear of his upward track.

Once Dave and

Steve had reached the top of the ridge, they had a great time starting
slush avalanches to the side of

our upward trail.

Some of the people

still below got rather perturbed by this.
We still had our skis with us at this point because we thought this
was a skiable ridge.

After a short while we abandoned our skis as it be

came clear that the ridge was a series of rock bluffs which involved some
good fun scrambling.

Finally we made it to the top of a rock pinnacle

where Dave sat down, with great relief, assuming it was the top.
still cloudy above us and it seemed like a summit.

revealed that the true summit was still far in the distance.
Steve.

It was

Then a minor clearing

To continue involved some tricky downclimbing.

Of f went

Since we’d al

ready been going 34 hours,. Anita, Denise and Alex, elected to sit where
they were and ate lunch.

The rest of us continued and made it to the

summit about 45 minutes later.

We stopped for a short break, but the

view was rather unimpressive since we were actually in a dense cloud
that was dropping snow on us.
We hurried back to camp, where a ‘timely 15 minute rain shower had
us packed up in a flash, and we set off for a wonderful ski down in the
sun.

The snow was a perfect consistency of slush and all of us thor—
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oughly enjoyed our ski run down, despite sore and tired legs.

The ski

out was quick and pleasant, allowing us to reach Pemberton in plenty of
time for dinner.
I think most of us would agree that the trip was a success.
recommend this area as a good place to go for a ski trip.

I would

The peak it

self is a fairly long climb and can involve some low class 3 climbing
(depending on conditions).

However, there are other peaks nearby, in

cluding Mt. Rohr, which on the map looks like a ski ascent.

Now that it

appears as if the Duffy Lake road is going to be open all winter long,
the area is accessible for ski touring all winter and not just in the
spring.
Participants
Alex Frid
Brian Waddington
Dave Williams

Steve Sheffield

Darlene Anderson
Denise Hart
Anita Miettunen

ICEMANTLE GLACIER

Spring Skiing in June
Brian Waddington

June 14—17, 1984

The trip was conceived when three unemployed ski bums, Alex Frid,
Steve Sheffield, and I, heard a favorable long term weather forecast.
Steve proposed the Spearheads traverse, but we wanted something more ob
scure and finally decided on Mt. Pitt.

The planned route begins at the

Lillooet River valley south of Pemberton and follows the ridge system
between Tuwasus Creek and Snowcap Creek to approach Snowcap Lake from
the east.
We left town on the evening of the 13th intending to camp at the
car south of Lillooet Lake and get an early start the next morning.

It

didn’t quite work out that way because I forgot to fill up with gas in
Pemberton.

So I didn’t have enough gas and had to return to Pemberton

the next morning.

We then wasted another hour or more looking for the

right overgrown logging road (there is one that climbs to 2500 feet).
We eventually gave up and started walking at about ll:oo A.M. from the
valley floor.

After crashing through the logging slash for two hours

under the hot June sun we reached the trees and climbed quickly through
steep open timber to the top of the 5000 foot ridge.

We carried our

skis until we hit snow at 4200 feet.
From there we followed the open sub—alpine ridge south—westwardly
to camp near some small snow—covered lakes.

The first day was long and

hard, but at least we were sustained by peach Quench and mint chocolate
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chip gorp.

These were to be our mainstays for the trip.

After a good night’s sleep we carried on southward, passing to the
right of a 6300 foot snowdome, then turned west to cross a broad open
pess.

Prom there we climbed a ridge to the west and descended to the

gentle Icemantle Glacier, where we stopped for lunch.

As we sat con

templating the surrounding peaks and inviting 1000—1500 foot ski poten
tial, Alex and Steve mutinied.

we decided to make camp and burn out the

surrounding slopes instead of continuing along the long ridge to Mt.
Pitt, still some 10 km distant.
After pitching the tent we skied up Greenmantle Mtn.

The run down

through prime spring snow was so good that we took a second run in spite
of the intermittent whiteout.
The following day we again enjoyed excellent skiing.
sll day and still left many prime slopes untouched.

We skied hard

From the tops of

Greymantle and Three Bears we got occssional glimpses of the Misty Icefields to the south between the clouds.

Those seldom—visited icefields

looked very inviting to ski and we wished we had the food and time to
go there,

Oh well, next yesr.

On the fourth and last day we skied out the way we came.

The ridge

skiing was agreeable under sunny skies and the descent through the f or—
est very quick.

We found the right road and were saved from the slog

through the slash.

In places the road was covered with lupins, giving

the impression of a purple carpet winding its way down the hillside.
We reeched the car midafternoon to end the trip sipping cold beers pulled
from a nearby creek.
This corner of Garibaldi Park is seldom visited, due no doubt to
the driving distance from Vancouver.
may not be plowed in the winter.

Also the road south from Pemberton

However, the area provides excellent

skiing potential and gives good access to the northern end of the Misty
Icefields traverse.
Access Motes:
To reach the Icemantle area drive to Pemberton, then south down the
Lillooet River Valley for 73 km on gravel roads.

The road goes south

through Mt. Currie Indian Reservation snd continues down the east side
of tillooet Lake.

Cross the Lillooet on a bridge where the lake narrows,

49 km south of Pemberton.

Then follow the road down the west side of

the Lillooet for another 24 km until you reach Snowcap Creek.
back 2 km and turn left onto a branch road.
iest wsy to find the road.

Then drive

(This seems to be the eas

Up to this point the road is driveable by

any car, but the branch road requires a four wheel drive or lots of
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gardening.

Follow the main branch up to 2500 feet, largely by staying

right, especially at an obscure fork 1.2 km up the branch road.
Participants
Brian Waddington
Alex Frid

Steve Sheffield

GOLDEN EARS
June 24,

Anita Miettunen

1984

“I don’t have any hiking boots,” announced the unfamiliar male
voice on the phone.
I was planning to lead a day trip to Golden Ears and was in the pro
cess of explaining what was needed for the hike to the various people
who were calling me to sign up.
“Well, what do you plan for footwear then” I politely prodded.
“We’ll be hiking in snow.”
The voice on the other end continued, •‘Oh,
thing.

I know all about hiking,

I’ll figure out some

‘been hiking for years.

Se ye Sunday.”

Click.
This last caller did not grab my fancy.
answers to my questions... No wayt

No hiking boots... No clear

I dialed his number and calmly ex

plained that he had to have proper footwear for the trip, otherwise, he
should stay home.

The ensuing argument lasted many minutes, covered

several topics and resolved little.

Finally, I told him to call me beck

if he got his equipment together and hung up.
The morning of the hike was cloudy and cool.

To reach Golden Ears

Provincial Park, we drove east from Vancouver on Nighway 7 to Haney.

In

Haney, a turn north on 224th St. and right on 132nd St. eventually took
us to the park entrance.

Our group met up at the main trailhead shortly

before 9:00 a.m. and I was relieved to find that m unknown caller had
not shown up.
The hike up Golden Ears is five miles long.

The trail starts out

easy, as a wide, flat path leads through deciduous bush, but soon nar
rows and begins to climb.

Parts of the hike are on steep, rocky, old

logging roads which provide little shade if the sun decidea to shine.
Elevation is occasionally lost where the trail leads to a lookout or be
gins to follow the land’s natural dips higher up, but mainly, the hike
is a steady uphill walk.
We ate lunch on a rocky bump before continuing in snow along a
ridge leading to the major snowfield.

Some parts were quite steep;
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hiking boots were definitely needed here.

The snowfield led to a clumpy

area of rocks, heather and small trees, Just below Golden Ears’ summit.
According to my guide book, avalanches in the area are common in early

The route we followed was on consolidated snow and conditions

summer.

appeared very stable.

Nevertheless, we had the unnerving experience of

hearing an avalanche crashing down unseen behind us somewhere to the
west, shortly after we returned off the snowfield.
An enjoyable scramble up through the rocks and scrub above the snow
field presented us to Golden EarS’ 5,598 ft. high summit.

Before hiking

down, we enjoyed great views of Vancouver and the lower mainland, Indian
Arm, Pitt Lake, and numerous mountains, including Robie Ried’s impres
sive mass.

We agreed that Golden Ears was an excellent destination from

Vancouver for a pleasant day trip, being an easy yet rewarding hike.
Participants
Denis
Deborah Bray
Audrey Pearson

Bill Anslow

Sally Carr
David Wong
Anita Miettunen

BAND-AID
Bill Durtler

June, 1984

After school, Francis and I are driving up to the Smoke Bluffs.
Francis says, “You know, this half pitch stuff is fine, but if we’re go
ing to become real hardmen, we’ll have to do a big wall or two, too.”
Dropping the shiftbox into third so I can pass some obsenity who’s
only going 80 km, I say,

“Yeah, but we’ve never done any real aid.”

“No prob,” says Frank,
Grand Wall.

“we’ll start with something easy.

Say, the

That way we can do the whole thing using nuts and friends

and we won’t have to buy any pins.”

Thus it started.

Next friday evening we’re trying to find our way to the base of the
Grand.

We’ll do the bolt ladder tonight, then leave fixed ropes,

(if

you’re going to do Aid, might as well do it properly) and finish off
tomorrow.

On the way I find a #6 wired stopper, I don’t have that size

and consider this a good omen.

We don’t say much, we pretend we’re en

joying the evening but really we’re suffering from the three ropes, 60
carabiners, 10 friends and countless hexentrics, cams, stoppers, SF’s,
saddler edges and other fancy beasts.

Halfway up the ramp we get to a

little 10 foot cliff that we can’t free climb in our lava domes.

By

standing on my shoulders Frank can get to the top, he lowers a rope and,
after Frank hauls the packs up I batman up the rope.

We start to feel a

bit silly, but then remember that we’re here to do Aid, everything’s kosher.
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We got to the end of the ledge, and the beginning of the route.
Putting down our packs and sorting the gear we suddenly looked at each
othet sheepishly.

Hey, man, this is a bolt ladder, why the fridge did

we take all these chocks along
I get the first lead.

Oh well, blame it on nerves.

Trailing etriers I climb down the little

gully to get to the first bolts.

The first bolt has a hanger on it and

I quickly clip my harness and two etriers in it.
stand up and clip into the next bolt.
ness.

Oh, yeeh,

Thuswise it takes me 10 minutes to get up three bolts.

learning.

ing light he takes a few pictures.

off.

But I’m

At this time back at the same level as Frank and in the even

Many bolts have no hangers,

it.

How what?

Oops, I forgot to unclip my har

I continue on intensely. rrank yawns.

here a small wired nut can be used-as a tie

The first few times it’s a bit scary, but you quickly get used to
How it’s only taking me about a minute and a half per bolt.

These

are still the original bolts and are quite manky due to the sulfuric acid
spuming from

Woodfibre.

Sometimes one is broken off, by standing in the

top rung of etrier I can just slip the loop of my little stopper over the
next one.

It’s getting darker, and I have difficulty seeing the bolts.

I realize it’s because there are two bolts in a row missing, no way I
can make that.

Free climb it?

Maybe in Fire’s, not in Lavadomes.

I

take my next scratcher and try to use it as a cliff hanger in the hole
at eye level.

-

It holds for a bit when tested with my hand then pops and

hits me in the glasses.

What’s happening?

I hear Frank yell, he’s not

asleep after all and I’ve been here for five minutes.

I explain.

Take

a six inch sling, hang it on the last bolt and stand up in it is his ad
vice.

Easy for you to say, fridge head.

ledge.

I mutter, you’re on a big

I try my next scratcher/skyhck idea again, with similar results.

I know I could probably free the move in rock shoes, but in Aid it scares
me.

Finally I give up and try Frank’s idea.

Just getting my foot in the

sling puts me off balance and I threaten to pivot upside down.

The bolt

is only about 5 smi long and I’m sure the sling is going to slip off.
Slowly I stand up, pulling most of my weight on lichens, and everything
holds.

Quickly I slip my stopper over the bolt I can now just barely

reach, and scoot on to the top of the pitch.

By now it’s getting quite

dark, and Frank hurries up as fast as he can to clear the pitch.

To

save time he jumars it (using mechanical devices to slide up the rope),
end from my position it looks a lot easier than what I’ve done.
jealous.

I’m

In the dark we tie off the rope on three bolts, none of which

I really trust, end rappel down to the ledge.
the first, and Frank disappears into the gloom.

A second rope is tied to
After a long time I
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finally hear his “Of f Rappel” and get ready myself.

Never having started

a rappel at the bottom nf a rope before I forget the 10 feet or so of
slack which sends me flying.

Fortunately, the knot of the second rope

stops me about 15 feet down, however now I have to climb up 10 feet to
take the tension off the rope so I can hitch up my rappel below the knot.
This time things go well, although I can’t see the bottom.
the rope doesn’t quite make, Frank yells.

Thanks.

Watch out,

I get to the bottom.

Don’t let go of the rope, we’ll tie some slings to it and anchor it to
these bushes, that way it’ll be easy to get at tomorrow,
takes us half an hour to follow the trail to the car.
a campsite, eat and go to bed.

yeah.

it

We quickly find

It’s eleven o’clock.

Saturday morning we awaken to the sound of rain.

Shit.

we’re finished breakfast the sun is out and we feel good.

By the time

We put on our

bandanas to look like yosemite hardmen and head up to the base of the
climb.

The rope has stretched with the rain and it is simple to get our

jumars set up.
phere.

Frank takes off like a rocket while I take in the atmos

After a while Frank is at the belay and i get ready to go.

this bloody rope stretch.
off the ground.
up.

Damn

i’ve jumared 20 feet and haven’t even gotten

Finally I start inching (or now centimetring, I guess)

Fridge, this is hard work!

After 20 feet of baahing my knees and

bloodying my knuckles I finally start to get the hang of it.
better put some knots in the rope below you.

you’d

I look down and see two

climbers looking at me amusedly from the bushes.

Nah?

yeah, sometimes

the jumars can slip, if you don’t put in knots you can hit the deck.
i’d say every twenty feet or so.
bushes as I quickly tie in a knot.

Oh, thanks.

They disappear into the

Finally, after an hour or so

it seems), i exhaustedly clip into the belay.
Frank says.

(or so

That was the easy part,

Like fridge it was, I answer, that was the second hardest

thing i’ve ever done

(sometimes I exaggerate things a little).

I settle in in my hanging belay, and Frank leads off.
wards i’m pulled out of my reverie by his
to follow him,

Anyway,

Too soon after

“Of f Belay”, and i get ready

That bit of jumaring has worn off my enthusiasm, as well

as my skin, but the dihedral above looks great.

As i get closer a head

peeps around the corner and a yorkshire accent spits out at me: “We’re
doing the route free, mind if we zip on by?”
I quickly say “What the fridge, sure, go on”.

Frank wants to protest so
Vroom, he’s gone.

time i’m at the belay ledge things are getting crowded.

By the

By the time the

first free climber starts off a second head pops around the corner.
Same story.

Frank and i look at each other, shake our heads.

on up, we’re going down.

Sure come

As we start the rappel we see another party
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starting the traverse.

Instead of Grand Wall, Grand Central Station

would be a better name for it.

We feel a bit bitter as we descent to
the ledge, we had put quite a bit of work into the boring part. We de

cide to do Mercy Me, a moderate free climb starting from the same spot.
I lead off, my rack consisting of a few carabiners and slings. Without
the forty pounds or so of metal I had been carrying on the Grand, I feel
I can float up this baby.

The sun hits us, there is a light breeze and

as I work out the interesting moves I know again why I’ve banned aid
from my climbing repertoire

(at least for the season).

Participants
Francis Jones

Bill Durtler

WOMEN • S ATTEMPT TO MCUNT SUN GOD

Paul Phillips

-

July 7—8,

1984

Denise, not satisfied with two very large peaks of her own, decided
to add to her collection; something spiritual; Sun God was decided upon.
Deborah, hearing that a Sun God was to be mounted, immediately joined
the expedition, not fully realizing that hiking with a large pack was
involved.

Darlene, upon hearing that hiking with a large pack was in

volved leapt up and down with enthusiasm and joined the other two.
Anita, the final member of the party, came along for no apparent reason,

as she always does.
“Jackie Stewart” Anderson wrestled the Ford van out of yet another
minor indentation in the Birkenhead Lake Road and then defied all known
laws of physics by doing a perfect 900 turn at 30 mph into the Birkenhead
River Road.
It hurtled past the Sun God turnoff which was disguised as
a bridge washout, but eventually returned to the correct place.
All
stared blankly at the raging torrent that drains Birkenhead Lakp.

After

•a major logistics exercise, involving looking left, then right, they
located a perfectly placed log close by upstream.
Memories of the cross
ing provided entertainment for the next two boring miles of logging road.
Soon the party became restless and although they had explicit in
structions, given by Culbert and P.S. Phillips, to bushwack up the creek
draining off the North face, they decided not to ascend by way of any
creek, or in any particular direction.
N.E. flank of the peak.

Rathey, they bushwacked up the

Since the flank is about a mile wide they were

able to avoid any decisions concerning creeks.

Of course when they

camped that evening, just at treeline, no water was to be found.
Later on that night, Deborah claimed to have been wakened by the
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loud cackle of wild animals, only to find it was coming fran the tent
occupied by a pair of female mountaineers in heat.

However, the re

mainder of the night passed without further event and they all awoke to
jealously watch as dawn’s rosy fingers caressed Sun God.
Following a loud debate between Darlene and Deborah as to when and
where one ought to change her pants for shorts, the party forged ahead
through virgin terrain and eventually found the Horth Face.

At this

point the correct route became clear, but why not straight up, yes a
full frontal assault.
“Oooh, it’s so hard’ said Denise as she spied the peak glistening

in the sun,

“I guess we’ll have to kick steps in the snow”.

fully kicked steps up beneath a lurking cornice.

She duti

Having satisfactorily

exposed herself there was a hasty retreat and then another attempt with
Darlene in the lead; up into a large crack, hopefully to gain an element
of surprise.

The surprise was for her, a near vertical wall of snow

blocked the final approach.
Unrelenting enthusiasts carried Darlene and Denise onto a third snow
slope where they appeared not to be climbing, but kicking icy snow in
frustration.

Deborah and Anita had by now climbed down onto a col and

were eating lunch and commenting on the progress of the assault.
When it became apparent that the Dynamic Duo had finally admitted
defeat, Dab and Anita began their retreat back to base camp.

Dar and

Denise soon caught up and all stopped to gaze at Hameless Lake.
Denise remarked that perhaps Sun God could have been appeased by
throwing in Anita;

to join the nameless lying at the bottom of the lake.

Then the remaining three would have been allowed to complete the mount.
“Jackie’

drove to greasy Phil’s in record time and this time the

spare tire stayed on the roof.

Three hours later the van came to an ir

reversible halt in front of Denise’s house and so Deb, Dar and Anita
had to telephone Phillip’s for a rescue.
As told by Deborah Bray to Paul Phillips
BANEF NATIONAL PARK

Alan Dibb

-

FRONT RANGSS
Sinner, 19B4

Mountain sides are being blasted into rubble to make way for the
twinning of the Trans—canada Highway.

Dusty flag girls hold back lines

of trailers, campers, motorhomes, and transport trucks.
ious intervals read “camppround Full”.

Signs at var

In Banff townsite the streets

are jammed and outside the souvenir shops and restaurants tourists clog
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the sidewalks.

Even the information bureau’s hiker registration counter

is busy, and tonight the campsites at such places as Egypt Lakes, Bryant
Creek, arid Skoki Valley will be filled to capacity.
cap€

Where to go to es

the maddening pace of si.mnser in Bsnff?
In the eastern part of Banff Park, the mountains are neatly arranged

into “dogtooth” ranges, series of long parallel ranges of tilted grey
limestone, in this case running north-west to south-east with steep
cliffs mainly on the northasst faces, and gentler slopes on the south
west.

The climate here is drier than in the better known Main ranges to

the west and the peaks are a bit lower, generally in the 5500 to 10000
foot range.

As a result, glaciers only occur on a few of the highest

peaks; there are also few alpine lskes.

Most trails run slong valley

bottoms and many of these “trails” are in fact dirt roads; some are even
a legacy to the days of, God forbid, logging in Banff National Park.
Furthermore, as the popular hiking guide describes, the entire area is
thickly populated with grizzly bears, and at least one of the many un
bridged river crossings has resulted in the drowning of hikers.

Clearly,

this part of the Perk is not for everyone.
However, the grizzly bears and unbridged river crossings are also
the very reasons why some people may want to hike in the Banff Front
Ranges.* The area does not appeal to the casual backpacker for those
same reasons, and thus solitude is almost assured.

The hiker has more

freedom in selecting campsites than he does for the heavily regulated
popular hiking areas because most of the Front ranges have the Park’s

“unit four’ classification, which means that although registration is
required, there are no quotas, and no designated campsites.

You may

camp anywhere, as long as your campsite is at least 100 metres from the
trail, and 300 metres from any stream or lake.

The Front ranges also

have higher densities of most wildlife species than do the Main ranges,
and have some little known ereaa with beauty to rival anywhere in the
Park.
The presence of abundant grizzly bears is an indicator of the arem’s
wilderness stature.

Grizzlies here are perhaps three times more dense

than in the Park as a whole.

Last summer, while employed as a Warden

for Banff Perk, I was given the Stoney Creek cabin in the heart of the
dense grizzly habitat as my residence.

Before moving in I was guestioned

at some length by my supervisor as to whether my wife was the sort of
*Note:

this article refers only to that part of the Front Ranges north
of the Trana-Csnsds Highway.
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self—reliant, woodswise persnn who could cope with being alone (with all
them bears) while I was at work.

“You’ll see some grizzlies out there

this summer”, he cautioned.
The cabin turned out to be beautifully situated in open fnrest be
side a huge horse pasture ablaze with buttercups.

As we approached the

cabin we noticed plenty of elk tracks in the driveway and a colony of
ground squirrels leaping about from hole to hole in the front yard.

Un

locking the front door Maria noticed that all the window and door shut
ters had had six inch spikes hannered through from the inside.
read in Sid Marty’s book,

We later

“Men For the Mountains” that two hikers camped

near Stoney Creek, after being charged by grizzly bears on two separate
occasions one evening, and came down to the cabin for assistance.

The

cabin’ s front door was open but when they looked inside they found yet
another beligerent grizzly and they narrowly escaped onto the roof.
They finally decided to hike beck out to the trailhead but had berely
started up the driveway when another great crash erupted in the bush
just beside them.

This time an elk jumped out.

As it turned out, I only saw one grizzly all sumner, and that was
just down from the cabin while I was driving a truck.

Mevertheless we

did see grizzly sign, often fresh, almost every time we went hiking.
On our first hike, to Dormer Pass, we counted 22 elk near the con
fluence of Stoney Creek and the Cascade, and found fresh grizzly tracks
that headed up our trail.

A few miles up Stoney Creek we caught a glimpse

of a pair of mule deer bucks.

Dormer Pass itself turned out to be sev

eral kilometres of rolling alpine meadow with surprisingly lush vegeta
tion:

blue larkspur, Jacob’s ladder, forget—me—nots, Scorpion weed,

various painthrushes, willow—herbs, asters, lnusewort, goldenrod, and
many others.

But even mere amazing was tha wildlife:

first we counted

five bighorn rams on the slopes above the southeast end of the pass;
right at the pass we saw 13 more; just over the pass we had seven goats
pass above us on a scree ledge; and from a hundred yards further on we
could see ten more goats at a natural lick.

From there we scanned the

hills over the pass with the binoculars and saw some more elk.
The major north—west

—

south—east valleys are cut by several impor

tant rivers flowing northeast or east.

From north to south these are

the Clearwater, Red Deer, Panther, end upper Cascade Rivers, all with
trails or roads.

At the headwaters of these, trails connect with other

trails leading to either the Icefields Parkway or the Trans-Canada High
way.

The result is a criss-crosaing network of routes allowing one tc

plan a trip ranging from several days to several weeks.

9S
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Ideally, a trip of at least one week should be planned and visits
made to some of the many side—valleys, such as Cuthead Lake, Snowflake
Lake, Sawback Lake, Panther Lakes, Indianhead Creek, and Douglas Lake.

Somewhat shorter trips, to get a taste of the area, could be made into
Dormer Pass from either the Cascade fire road or the Elk Lake trail, or

into Flint’s Park by any of several possible routes.
River crossings can be a problem, and so the early autumn is the
reccemended time for foot travel.

However, hiking is also feasible in

the sununer during reasonably dry weather (of course, this can change
quickly!) even as early as mid-July in some areas.
If you plan a trip into the Front Ranges there’s one other thing
you should be prepared for:

horses.

more horseback travel than hiking.

At present the whole area sees
Horse use is traditional in this

part of the Park and will likely continue to be relatively popular.

A

small number of fairly large parties comprises the bulk of the horse
users; most are trips offered by local outfitters.

We were never par

ticularly bothered by the horse use of the trails, but others may be.
One of the major attractions of the area is, of course, the abundant
wildlife.

The animals here, however, are unlike the semi—tame creatures

one may encounter nearer civilization (Banff townsite) and it will be
difficult to closely approach them.

Several of the species are very sen

sitive to disturbance so be content to view them from a distance.

Es

pecially the grizzlies.

AUTUMN 1984

TRICOUNI MEADOWS
Betsy Fletcher

September 1—2, 1984

After spending the suamuer working in the Yukon

—

in the snow for

the last few days, it was nice to do a relaxing hike in the sun.
started late and took our time hiking up from High Falls Creek.

We
We ar

rived at the meadows in the late afternoon and established our camp at a
lake near Tricouni Peak.

The forcast was for poor weather on Sunday so

we decided to climb the peak before dinner.
and didn’t take long.

weather to have reached us.
a pleasant day.
of Cypress peak.

The peak is an easy scramble

We slept late on Sunday morning expecting the poor
On looking out we found that it was actually

We wandered through the meadows in the general direction
We bagged Cypress by lunch time and met Steve Combes at
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the top.

He had hiked up from the Brew side.

We hed a long leisurely

lunch and then returned to our camp to pack up our gear and head down.
This is a really aesthetic area with very easy eccess.
Parficipants
Betsy Fletcher

Brian Weddington
LIBERTY BELL

-

WASHIBGTOM PASS

Jacguie Gijsseo

September 5—9,

“Once you tie in and get your helmet end MB’s on

—

1954

I’ll start”.

Kevin called over to Vicki.
“Boy, these climbing knots are worse than sailing knots” thought
Vicki.

She celled back, “I’ve got the helmet and fancy hoots, but do

you really think they will help me?”

-

I looked upwards ahead to our route and half-prayed,
need all the help I can get for this one.

“I’m going to

Why do I let them talk me

into crazy adventures like this:”
“I thought this was going to be a mellow weekend—kaymking or some
thing

I comnented to Alan, who was already enthusiastically making

his way up the rock.

“What,.., this is mellow:

Feel the warmth of the

rock, the satisfaction of a good handhold, the strength and stretch of
your leg muscles as you work your way over the crux.”
“Mellow, Mellow!:
mellow!”

Oh lord, I hate to see the hard pert if this is

My knees were engaged in aerobic exercises and my heart was

doing double time.

“What sort of nute come out to feel rocks?”

thought to myself, and dared to question,

“What

...

I

is a crux?”

“Oh, that’s climbing—lingo” yelled Kevin, who was obviously amused
by my terror

“...

it’s the hard part.”

I thought back to the conversation two days ago...
“Well, what should we do this weekend?”
the four of us pondered....

Silence

ihgton Pass would be perfect Kevin.”
thought and he continued

...

...

That was the big question

“Washington Pass, yeah, Wash—

Alan was obviously excited by the

“We could do Liberty Bell

-

show these

guys some real rock climbing”
Well, the guys they were refering to with such abandon was Vicki
and I,

Two inexperienced,

ill—equipped ‘outdoorsies’ who had only just

been introduced to rock—climbing at the V.0.0. Longhike e year prior.
Alan continued, “The route on the Bell at 5.5—5.6 would be perfect.
“Alright Kevin end Alan, maybe you should tell us just exactly what
is Liberty Bell
“Mo, Ho

‘

—

it’s obviously not a historic site,” T commented.

it’s one of the 50 classics,” said Kevin.

By this time
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Alan’s enthusisain had become contagious, at least for Kevin.
“Classic whets?” asked Vicki in utter bewilderment.
climbs of course,” answered Kevin.

“Classic

“Oh, of course,” I mocked, just as

bewildered.
‘You quys will love it’

they exclaimed.

conceeded and turned to one another.
take us anywhere dangerous, eh?’

“Sure, what the hec,” we

Vicki quietly asked,

“No,” I reassured her,

“They wouldn’t

“. .

.they know

how bad we are.”
The crux had been hard, “Just how am
I called to Alan.

“Think” he replied.

I supposed to get over this.”

I swore in frustration

—

yet it

was also in exhileration, as I felt the caress of the rock, and found a
hold to push myself up and over.
Four pitches later,

(that’s more climbing—lingo, one pitch equaling

a rope’s length of climbing) and all we needed was a short scramble to
the top.
“Wow”

...

north and south of us stretched the Cascade Mountains,

eastwards a spectacular valley headed towards Winthrop, framed by ridge
after ridge of delicate yet fearsome spires.
Pernod

...

Chablis

...“

“Burgundy Spire,... Chianti

they read like a wine list.

Liberty Bell, shaped like its famed namesake, is 7700 ft. of solid
granite.

It sits blocking the sweeping valley.

An elongated bell

stretching upwards luring climbers to its scenic sumeit.
We turned around 3600 and took in the view.
Then I
was scared of heights.

remembered

—

I

I clung to the nearest rock, my exhilaration al

ternating with fear.
In contrast to our unfamiliarity with the surroundings, Kevin and
Alan bounced about

-

at home in this environment.

“Airight, enough touristy sightseeing, lets get off this thing be
fore the storm comes,” called Kevin.

It had begun to snow.

“You guys

know how to repell, eh,” Kevin turned to us expecting a duet of Yeses.
Instead we truthfully replied, “Ab, well,
“Just lean back and trust the rope.”

...

sort of

The hardest thing to learn,

and the most fun once done.
Our technique left much to be desired, but we had tasted the thrill

of a climb, on a ‘classic’ rock
Thanks V.0.C.
Participants
Vicki Yenner
Alan Greer

—

and conquered the fear of adventure.

for inspiring the adventurous,

Thanks Kevin and Alan.
Kevin Haterl
Jacquie Gijssen
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MOUNT REDOUBT NORTH FACE
September, 1984

Bill Durtler

She’s a quite impressive North Face: a fourth class buttress for
five

or 6 pitches, theo 300 m of 60 degree alpine ice to reach another

2 or 3 pitches of probably easy but exposed fifth class rock.

According

to Culbert, “be prepared to bivy”, but he mentioned a new trail to be
built, so we figured half a day in, set up camp, up early the next morn
ing, climb end down by evening, then back to the car the next day.

The

weather had been gorgeous all week, but the forecast was for a front to
come in on Sunday, so to hell with school!
and I driving up the Chilliwack valley.

Friday morning saw Francis

A bit of luck finding logging

roads and a bit of disrespect for my car’s dignity got us to within half
an hourw walk of the border and the trailhead.
the quality of the trail:

We were impressed with

someone had been in with a chainsaw and cleared

the deadfall and the terrain was flat (a decrepit mountaineer’s dream).
Soon, however, the trail maintenance became less good,
the terrain steeper and steeper.

less evident, and

We had reached the Headwall.

After
450

climbing through a beautiful waterfall we had to dreg outselves up

mudslopes by hand-over-handing it with blueberry bushes and whatever
else seemed solid enough.

Finally we suddenly hit level lend end real

ized our ordeal was over.

The mep showed a large flat area under the

face, so we just had to find the most aesthetic campsite.

Bushwhacking

for 30 m (by this time the trail had disappeared completely) gave us the
joy of discovering that that whole “flat spot
20 cm of standing weter in it.

was a marsh, with up to

Being hard men, we strictly put on our

sneakers and splashed our way through the mud to the moraihe at the base
of the face.

After searching for half an hour, we finally found the

only spot that was flat, dry and also near water.

The only problem was

that it was only about 1 m square, but a bit of civil engineering soon
fixed that.

The weather was still perfect, and finally we were able to

enjoy our supper while staring at that face rising 1200 m above us.
Saturday saw us up bright and early on another perfect day.

We

briefly debated carrying bi gear, but we thought we could see the
whole route

(big mistake) which looked easily doable and besides we

thought the extra weight would slow us down.

Forty-five minutes along

the moraine got us to the base of the glacier where we roped up.
easy serac climbing got us on the glacier.

Some

Poor snow conditions slowed

us down and it took us an hour to get to the base of the rock pillar
that would allow us to skirt the ice fall under the face.

This part of
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the climb wasn’t visible from camp and threw off our time calculations,
but who can be pessimistic on a beautiful day?

So onwards and upwards.

A few fifth class moves getting off the glacier and then about 200 m of
quite good fourth class rock and we could get back on to the snow and
ice.

Some more serac climbing, this time quite difficult and exposed,

brought us to the ‘schrund.
left edge of the

“Interesting” mixed clirabing at the extreme

‘schrund’ got us on to the face proper.

By this time

it was getting on to noon and we realized we probably weren’t going to
make it, but the show must go on.

The face itself was sustained 50 to

70 degree climbing; unfortunately the snow on it was only partially con
solidated and wouldn’t take protection.

Instead of using running belays,
between mostly

as we had planned, we therefore leap—frogged 50 m runeuts
rock belays.

The climbing was sustained and enjoyable but when we

reached the final rock pitches we realized we weren’t even going to make
it down before dark.

Rather than climb higher we decided to stay in the

shelter of the face and set up house in the moat.

A quick inventory

showed a piece of cheese, a chunk of salami, 2 slices of bread,
crackers, two apples, and no water.

some

In terms of camping gear we had two

ropes, two packs but I had no hat.
The water problem was easily solved by filling our waterbottles
with snow and sticking them underneath our undershirts.

This is a slow

and uncomfortable method of melting snow and is not recommended unless
absolutely necessary.
crackers.

Supper thus consisted of slush and the salami and

After dinner entertainment was provided by making snow walls

on either end of the moat to keep the wind from blowing through.

After

that we sat on our ropes and packs and told stories of hard times we had
had or had heard about.

After a few hours of this boredom and cold con

vinced us to do something more constructive, so we decided to make a
snow cave in the edge of the moat, which required a

certain amount of

care since the snow was only about 1 m thick, after which 10 pitches of
rapid descent would bring us close to camp.

The effort got us warn

again, and although we got soaked we finally got a cave.

It was a bit

cramped, we could only get our upper bodies in with our legs sticking
out, but it was home and significantly warner then outside.
Dawn slowly consolidated on Sunday.

Wriggling out of the cave pre

sented us with the unpleasant vista of cloud and light drizzle in all
directions, including down.

Taking the easy way

down the south side

of the mountain, which has some cliff bands, was considered unwise, so
we had to rappel the route we had come up.

The snow was not good

enough to hold ice screws, so we were forced to use snow bollards.
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Bollards are upside—down “U” shaped grooves cut into the ice or snow
After rappelling one simply

with an ice axe in which the rope is laid.
puUs the rope through to retrieve it.
advantage is that they are free;
life.

Their major

Or so they say.

they only cost about a year of your

If the snow isn’t consolidated enough they may not hold your

weight and break through.

Usually, however, they are amply strong, but

when weight is put on the rope the pressure melts the underlying snow.
When the weight is released the water freezes again, cementing the rope
to the bollard.
These were the things we had to face going down.

Once I just gave

a good tug and the whole bollard came wizzing past my ears, and the rest
of the time a certain amount of not so gentle persuasion was required to
unstick the rope.

Francis and I

The last bollard rappel was the worst:

both had to tie in to the end of the rope, climb up about 8 m and take a
flying leap into space to get the rope loose.
At this point we had reached the bottom of the clouds.

Three more

rappells on rock and some scrambling got us back on to the glacier, but
by the time we got back to camp it was four o’clock, and since we knew
we weren’t going to be able to find the trail in the dark we stayed put
for the night.

We did eat a lot.

Monday was beautiful again, and by

one o’clock we were in the Burger King in Chilliwack polishing off our
fifth helping of all-you-can-eat salad bar.
Participants
Francis Jones

Bill Durtler
OUTER SPACE

Paul Rapp

October, 1984

The climb began nicely enough.

Andre Marziali, Jacquie Gijasen and

I had arrived in Leavenworth, Washington, at 3 A.M. Sunday morning after

a

marathon drive from Vancouver.

A few hours of sleep and Andre and I

were set to tackle a climb.
The guidebook and others had told us that Outer Space was an enjoy
able and not too difficult climb.
and the climbing was superb.

So it was.

The weather was fantastic

We enjoyed lunch sunning like: lizards on a

spacious ledge eating cream cheese and buns.
Perhaps we spent too long sunning, or maybe the crack of noon start
was a little too late.

All of this occurred to us when we noticed the

sun getting alarmingly low as I started the last pitch.

The higher I

went, the lower the sun dipped, until we topped out in twilight.
Damn, damn, damn.

Coil rope, fast

Throw gear in packs or drape
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1ji

Andre Marziali the morning after
Leavenworth
by Paul Rapp
—
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it around necks, let’s haul:
the descent:

The guidebook has a few words of wisdom on

“Don’t try it in the dark unloss you are familiar with it,

the trail is very herd to follow.”

Understatement of the century.

Af

ter bashing through bush by headlight, down stream gullies, and rappel
ling down short rock stretches we reached an iepass;
!uh, Andre”
“yeah?”
“The light doesn’t hit the bottom off this ledge.”
“Scary”
Bivouac.

Not so bad.

We heaped up a nice pile of moss to sleep on,

lit a fire, and ate the remaining cream cheese.

Both of us wear contact

lenses so we removed them and put them in the one case we had between us,
two per side.

Remember right contact on top of left contact, or was it

left on top of right.
After a fitful night, most of which I myopically groped for f irewood while fearfully thinking of stepping off into the unknown, the morn
ing finally arrived.

First step was to put in our contacts, muttering

about the lack of soap and water to clean our hands.
rugged mountain men.)

(What a pair of

We checked out our surroundings, expecting to be

at the edge of a dramatic “Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom” pre
cipice.

Unfortunately (or perhaps fortunately) a quick 30 foot rappel

down an easy slab took us to the forest valley floor.
lamp had been getting pretty weak.)

(I guess my head

Five minutes later we were on the

trail.
Near the bottom we met up with our intrepid rescue party, who
claimed it was just going climbing.

Henry, Tony, Bill, and the others

cleverly hid their expressions of grave worry with masks of indifference,
but we knew the real reason they were there.
Participants
Andre Marziali

Paul Rapp
THE COOS MUST BE

cmazy

Maria Dibb

October, 19B4

Shunning the sunny skies of Leavenworth, we set out to- spend Thanks
giving at the Hanson Nut in the Overseer Area.

Vehicles were already

starting to fill the parking lot above Meager Creek Not Springs when we
parked.

With a fine drizzle falling, the day didn’t promise to be one

for lawn chairs and barbecOvs for the bathers.

The potential for getting

soaked appeared to be as good bushwacking up to the cabin as lounging in
the springs.
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By lunchtime the drizzle had turned to rein.

Phil didn’t mind be

cause it soothed the wasp stings he had incurred at the beginning of the
hike.
No one else minded because there was a warm dry cabin wsiting st
the end of the line.
Not long after our lunch break we came to Madhorse Creek.
This
natural barrier should have had the affect of regrouping the troops
but
Dave and Phil were not in sight.
cided to continue on.

After backtracking and shouting we de

The two missing were strong hikers and it seemed

just as likely that they were above us on the slope as below.

Dave had

been to the cabin before so we weren’t too worried.
Crossing Madhorse Creek went smoothly for everyone but Jessie, the
dog.

Alan and I crossed on two parallel thin slippery logs.
Jessie
tried to follow but it is hard enough to keep track of two feet never
mind four in such a situation.
All our coaxing only increased her agi
tation as she ran back end forth along the bank howling and barking.
After taking one dunkin in the swiftly running water she appeared
ready to
set up camp.
This prompted a more humane approach.
I lay between the
logs extending about half way across the creek.
Jessie was willing to
come about a third of the way on her aide leaving a gap between us.
I
leaned forward and grabbed her leg to try and pull her over.
At this
point she slipped off the logs and was left hanging under the bridge
her
hind legs being dra.gged downstream by the force of the current.
In an
effort to get a better grip on sixty pounds of wet dog, I pulled off
my
mitten and threw it over my shoulder to the opposite bank.
It didn’t
make it and Alan went dodging over boulders to try and rescue it.
With
a better hold on Jessie,

I managed to pull her out.

When she felt her

feet secure she suddenly came to life and lept onto the bank.

The mitten

rescue mission was not so successful.
It took a while to scramble over wet boulders and slither up heather
covered slopes above the creek.
peared in the mist.

Dave?

jackets weren’t guite right.

Phil?

As we neared the cabin, two figures ap
The colors of the shiny wet rain

The mysterious figures materialized into

Pierre and Leisbet (I think) who had come up to the cabin
by a lower
route.
We continued the rest of the way together.
It didn’t take long to light the fire and fill the water buckets.
The supper pots were soon boiling but there was no sign of Dave and
Phil.
We took turns going out and hollering into the fog but it wasn’t
much better than shouting into a blanket.
Darkness did away with ny
hope of the two finding the cabin and with darkness the rain increased.
All night long the rain rattled on the aluminum roof.
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In the morning it was still raining and the little creek behind the
cabin had swollen into a muddy brown torrent.

We decided to leave a day

rf we were unsuccess

early and try to find Oave and Phil on the way out.

ful, ,at least we would be able to contact mountain rescue as soon as pos
sible.
We hadn’t gone more than 500 meters from the cabin before it became
apparent that Plan A wasn’t a possibility.

The little trickle of a

creek just north of the cabin which is usually hidden under boulders was
now a churning mass almost 15 meters wide.

We looked down into the

valley and realized that crossing Nadhorse Creek below would pose a ser
ious problem.

Madhorse Creek had taken its name literally and was gal

loping and coursing over rocks and boulders quite uninvitingly.
This turn of events gave birth to Plan B.

We would hike up-to the

foot of the glacier and cross Madhorse Creek at its source, find a safe
route down the ridge west of the cabin and be able to initiate a search
for our lost members.

It sounded good but when we got up near the be

ginning of Madhorse Creek we could see chunks of glacial ice floating
in a wide murky channel.

Sean pulled out his ice ax.

wasn’t about to be thwarted by a little rainstorm.
forever

He obviously

Mountaineering

He plunged his ice axe into the murky water narrowly missing

a chunk of ice.

Maybe the craxspens would have provided better footing

but Sean was a climber (swilmser?) with a purpose and was half way across
before anyone even thought to suggest the rope.

Jessie, the dog, ap

peared to think that tangling with isadhorses was not in her line of busi
ness as she looked mournfully at the churning water.

The rest of the

team was already in the creek, the water coursing around their legs and
tugging at their firmly planted ice axes.

With Alan at the other end of

the leash the possibilities were severely limited and Jessie decided to
swim.

The ice cold water brought everyone into a huddle on the other

side rubbing legs, stamping feet and shaking coats.

Nearing the totally

sodden stage, I thought of my dry clothes stashed in the car.

With the

major creek crossing over they were only a matter of a few hours away.
We continued northwest from the creek, gaining the ridge and started
down the home stretch.

The meadows were almost slippery enough to war

rant keeping your ice axe in hand for speedy self arrest.
Forest hydrologist, Pierre, took this unique opportunity to put his
craft to work.
he said.

“At this time of year the ground isn’t yet saturated,”

“It’s the rain storms late in the fall that you have to worry

about when the rain just runs off the slopes and floods the creeks.”
This optimistic yiewpoint was encouraging with the long drive back with
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innumerable bridges swaiting us.
had been heard to remark,

Darlene, who on several other trips

“I’ve just put my rainpants on so now it will

probably stop raining,” had now been wearing those same rainpants for
several hours.

Murphy’s law didn’t appear to be holding.

A couple of hours and a lunch stop later we emerged from the rain
forest onto the logging road.

When we reached Madhorse Creek we saw a

lot of churning brown water but the bridge appeared intact.
Pierre really was right.
such good shape.

Perhaps

The second bridge over Pika Creek wasn’t in

A good portion of its support was eaten away.

This

seemed surprising since the volume of water passing under the bridge
appeared much too small to do the observed damage.

Since it was just

around the corner and down the hill to the hot springs parking lot we
didn’t stop to ponder and walked guickly over the guestionable bridge.
Sunday is a popular day at the hot springs but the number of cars
parked well above the parking lot seemed excessive.

As we continued

down the road it became a bit like looking at one of those drawings
where the caption reads, “What is wrong with this picture?”

Where there

should have been a parking lot there were only a few cars parked at very
odd angles.

Where there should have been a road there was a river.

Sean’s car was

the first casualty to be spotted.

around by the water and wedged in by the mud.

It had been rotated

Pierre’s car turned up

next, unstabily perched on the bank with its wheels in the air.

Way

down in the trees, almost on the trail to the hot springs, Alan and
Maria’s car sat, wheel deep in mud.
swim.

The “blue shark” had taken its last

Jessie, the dog, who was most fond of the back seat, looked guite

displeased when the door couldn’t be opened for her to hop in.
The salvagablea were salvaged through the broken windows and we
carried our muddy loot down the road to the forest company caretaker’s
place.

Just as we had finished explaining to the caretaker about our

two missing persons, Phil and Dave appeared.

Denise and Darlene darted

forward for the welcoming committee with much emotion and tears.
two bivouackers had spent a very wet night in the forest.

The

Dave was al—

must munssified in his down bag while Phil managed a few hours of sleep
in his polarguard west coast special.

The two had gotten off route

after crossing Madhorse Creek and had never made it out of the forest.
Recrossing the flooded Madhorse Creek the next morning was a death de
fying feat not soon to bg forgotten.
The caretaker was very hospitable.

Me told us about Pika Crer’

rising up and running its banks and about the escape of the Meager Creek
bathers.

The ones who didn’t get their vehicles out before the road was

;‘ ‘i•
Denise of “Blue Shark” in Meager Creek floods
by Alan Dibb
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washed away were parked on higher ground which explained why we had seen
cars so high up on the road.

Pemberton’s mayor sent a bunny bus to pick

us up and we were soon sitting in the local school gym waiting for trans
port to Vancouver.

There were a few other people there too who hadn’t

been allowed to take the train down because of their pets.
take dogs under any circumstances.

BCE doesn’t

Eventually it was decided to bus us

down and 16 people and three dogs crammed into the bunny bus for the
drive.

There was a washout in the Whistler area with single lane traf

fic but the rest of the twenty odd bridges held.
The wipers slapped monotonously back and forth across the wind
shield of the school bus.

The odor of cigarette smoke communed with

wet wool, wet dog fur and wet whiskey.

Through the rain blurred win

dows the bright lights of Georgia Street sparkled as we entered Vancou
ver.

I could just make out the title of the movie playing at the Fine

Arts theatre.

“The Gods Must Be Crazy” it read.

I couldn’t have agreed

more.
Participants
Alan Dibb (L)
Maria Dibb
Denise Hart

Darlene Anderson
Dave Williams
Phil

Pierre Beaudry
Leisbet Croockewit
Jessie, the dog

“TEE SOUTH EASTER BLUES” IS GOOD NEWS
Erika Ketterhals

Gctober, l84

Shoot.., like usual it’s the last minute rush to the ferry.

we broke the time record for rooftop kayak packing.
in?

I think

Are all the bodies

Let’s see there is crazy Mark Carmenzinol at the wheel, Brian and

Betsy are in that corner over there behind what appears to be some
paddles, Leo like always is installing himself in a good comfortable
place, I’m in the front seat.
comes Pierre.

All right:

Well, who are we missing,

Jump on my lap.

Crap, here

Let’s split.

Ferry ride all-right.

Drive to Tofino long.., ghetto blaster slowly dying.
sprawling all over the van.
Meg and Jack’s

Is Leo really studying?

(cousins) beach house.

People start

Late arrival at

Feeling very contented we sack

Out.
2:00 a.m.

...

is that a pitter patter I heard?

Harsh man..., it’s

going to be a real West Coast trip; stons and all.
Breakfast is BIG, conversation philisophical.

Who said we are

‘o—

ing paddling?
Late start but who cares?

We ride the current out to the head of
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Lemmens Inlet.
Alright folks it’s decision time, around the coast or up the inlet
—

a quick survey of our crew (motley)

—

3 river boats

(well loaded)

Betsy’s submarine ship and Brian’s freight and a quick peek at the
weather.

I opt for the inlet.

Hugging shorelines, checking out little bays and crannies, circum
navigating rock islands our day is spent.
Wind gets stronger.

Hands colder.

Raindrops go from 45° to 900.

Boats blow backwards more than move forwards.
brewing.

Mutinous thoughts are

Hot chocolate in Tofino might hit the spot.
but please no wimps on this trip.

Pierre says he knows a good bay to camp in but is it around the
or the next.

next point, the next

cedar branches.

-

Great blue herons, calm water, moss covered

Ah—ha a salt lagoon.

(Who

There’s even a lovely grass spot to camp on.

cares if the map shows it as intertidal.)
Flinging off cold clammy wetsuits, wet wool, warming extremities.
Ysm

brew is on.

Leo and Pierre whip up some spaghetti soup.

(barf)

I wonder what

Brian, Bets and Mark are having?
It would have been a long night if
Leo hadn’t had chili the day before and if
Pierre hadn’t had 3 cloves of garlic.
3 a.m. some madman is howling outside
Help

I’m alone in the tent.

...

wait it’s two madmen.

In a night time stupor I wonder if

they are all leaving.
Hey the moon is out

...

unreal.

It’s good weather.

8 a.m. no mutinous thoughts today.

Everybody gobbles down a little

breakie and we are off.
No lack of blue skies, bay porpoises, herons, gulls, big trees.
Time is spent racing around oyster lease buoys, cruising the shore,
floating and enjoying.
Nightfall

...

sunset ride in Tofino.

Silent, peaceful and mellow—

able except for the ratfish that made me bump my head on a log

(long

story).
Hit a local restaurant

...

pig out.., buy ice cream

Night number two at Meg and Jack’s;

...

pig out.

followed by another rather

large breakfast and another rather slow start.
Hey is that Mark and Pierre out on the waves?
Yahoo

...

surfs up

...

Leo and Brian are quickly lured.

Betsy and
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I opt for a somewhat saner beach walk.
get talked into board surfing

...

Unfortunately
what a gas

...

should I try this

in my kayak?
Oh my god, did Brian really just do an “endo” in his freighter.
maybe I don’t want to get involved.
What the heck, go for it.
yowee

...

may speed

...

oops, don’t brace on the wrong side.

Couple of swims and couple of rolls later

...

hypothermia sets in.

How do Leo, Pierre and Mark stay out so long?
Jog to warm up.
Meg and Jack outdo themselves again.

We ate a huge lunch down.

Hey, what day is it?

School tomorrow.

Crap

Monday

Good drive home, lots of laughs, hugs, many pieces of
red licorice
later
we are home
dunah nah
nah.
—

...

...

Unfortunately folks that’s not the end.
4 tons of moldy, smelly, wet gear had to be sorted.
YUCK
Participants
Erika ICetterhals
Betsy Fletcher
Pierre Friele

Brian Waddington
Leo
Mark Carmazoozo

LIZZIE LAKE
Leisbet Croockewit

November 10—12,

19B4

Thanks to the surprisingly early snowfall this year
we were able to
hit the slopes for the Remembrance Day long weekend.
We headed to Lizzie
Lake cabin, according to the ski guide a 6 hour ski.
We drove down the
side of Lillooet Lake looking carefully for the right
turnoff which was
signposted.
We had brought tents because we heard there would be a crowd,
but the competition disappeared when they heard we were
going to Lizzie
Lake too.

Fortunately we took the tents with us anyways.

At 10:00 we started skiing along the road.

An unbreakable crust
(except for Dave) allowed us to race up the valley.
At the end of the
valley one starts climbing to Lizzie Lake.
Here Pierre and Normandhad
few problems choosing the right logging branch until
a sign was pointed
out to them.
The hill seemed to last forever.
Hey’s grumbling stomach
finally convinced us to stop and eat.
It was guite cold, and more ex
posed now that we had climbed above Lizzie Creek Valley.
After lunch,
which was eaten in shifts as people arrived, we headed
off quickly.
We
still hadn’t reached the lake after 4 hours, which according
to the ski

a
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guide was an easy 3 hours.

When the lake wss finally reached we headed

back into the woods to find the hanging valley which held the cabin.
pushed through boulder slopes, tangled vine maple and frost,
out of several gullies and still couldn’t find the trail.

We

We climbed

At 4:00 P.M.

Normand and 8ev decided to wait for Phyllis and the rest of us pushed on.

By 5:00 P.M., with still nu sign of the hanging valley, and dsrkness
creeping in, we decided it was time to bivy.

The tents were pitched on

(?) platforms carved out of the snowy slope.

Normand, 8ev

and Phyllis showed up, before we sent out a search party.

Peter got a

small, level

chance to try out his bivy sac and Bruce showed us what real mountaineers
are like and slept out.
The next morning we packed up, headed off and found the hanging
valley with no difficulty.
flowing creek.

The cabin was nestled in the trees, hy a

A lazy lunch in a heated cabin encouraged us to follow

Bruce into the hills.

Following the fearless leader we climbed a couple

of chutes that had potential avalanche hazard.

The top of the ridge was

reached, and we headed to another and yet another higher bump.

On top

of the last bump we climbed, we had a clear view of Lillooet Lake
well worth the effort.

-

Bows interesting telemark akiing ensued on

the way down in the flat,

light and thick snow.

We were all cheerful,

knowing we were in a warm cabin for the night.
On Sunday, a few diehards headed for more telemarking before we all
skied down.

We got split into 2 groups, one group finding an exciting

way to bushwhack down to the lake.
cars.

Then it was down the road to the

The distance was much longer than we remembered, probably due to

all the times we had to stop and scrape wax off our skis.
Participants
Leisbet Croockewit
Peter Celliers
Dave Williams
Bev McLeod

(L)

Pierre Beaudry
Denise Hart
Audrey Pearson

Bruce Fairley
Darlene Anderson
Marmand Fortier
Phyllis Mallet

THE OLYMPIC BEACH AND A DAY IN THE RAIN FOREST
November, l9B4

Francois Welt

Who were we to contemplate a straightforward trip to the pacific
coast, on this long week—end of November?

The long drive allowed for

some time to appreciate the scenery of the State of Washington, but also
for a look at its economic reality, as the logging trucks drove by us
with their frantic pace.

The ferry ride from Keystone

(Whitby Island)

to Port Townsend was too short for lengthy debates and decisions had to
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be made.

We split into two groups, each one sterting at one end of the

trail, to enjoy the full trip.
We were only five students without time

(Tea, Graham, Gill, Kofi

and myself)

starting from the southern end of the trail and hoping to
reach the northern end by Monday.
We had watched the others disappear

into a northerly direction at the last pneeible turnoff,
under the good
driving of Rein who could enjoy the company of the five other
VOC hikers
and corresponding gear packed in my car.
Who were we to hope for decent weather on this long weekend
of
November? We were only five people who were here to appreciate
the
might of the ocean.
But the tide was low on this short day of hiking
that followed the long drive.

Darkness came guickly after we had left

Realta beach a couple of hours earlier.

Camp was set.
The ocean dis
played its full strength by giving us a flavour for its high tides
the
next day.
Life was made difficult for us going around Cape Johnson.
There was no game to play with the waves.

The ocean controlled the
situation as we had to do aome rock climbing on the cliffs
and to step
deep into the water.
We did not pretend to be expert climbers.
We were
only people doing their beat on the slippery rock.
We ware in overall
good spirit to tackle the challenge set for us by the tricky sea waters.
In the meantime, the rain forest was watching us from the
top of the
cliffs.
At one point, even the moat nutgoing of us (Gra’nam) could
not
venture any farther into the deep waters in order to
go around the cape.
We started using the rain forest, with its steep slopes, its
huge
plants,

trunks, trees, dead logs.

Nours were spent making minimal pro

gress,

like the way it is for South American prospectors in the
Amazonian jungle.
The ocean was still controlling the situation.

But we reached eas

ier terrain and nice beaches as it started receding.
some compactnaas.

Our group had lost
ICofi gained incredible momentum and finally disap

peared behind the winding shapes nf the beach.

We met the others who
started from the other end late in the afternoon.
They were spread out

tc.

Now are you doing, are you wet?

have enjoyed batter conditions.

They ware not wet, but they might

They looked in good shape, although

they had lost two people due to injury on slippery rocks
in the rain
Camo for the second night was aet.

forest.

The third day was easier:
we knew what to do.

was reached at around noon.
following the trail.

only a couple of difficult capes.

But

The trail that wa thought would lead us to our car
We admired the ocean a last time before

Unfortunately, this trail did not lead to the park
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headquarters and we ended up on the shore of Ozette Lake forty-five
minutes later.

A dead end;

We decided to cut across the

disillusion.

rain forest to reach our car, only three miles away.
Who were we to think a three mile bushwhacking in the rain forest

could be handled within a Monday afternoon?

we were only people inex

It is wet in November, there ie water running

perienced with the coast.
everywhere under the treas.

There are branches everywhere catching our

packs in our efforts to get through.

It is a jungle experience; even the

most outgoing of us would accept that.
while, but the troops got tired.

It is interesting and fun for a

After some miscalculations we ended up

on the lakeshore again which we decided to follow to the end where our
car was parked.

We had to step deep into the water again.

got very tired.

Darkness came.

We spent a third night:

Some people
a night in the

rain foresti
There was only very limited space on the shore of the lake which is
set against a steep slope.

We put up tents with minimal room.

One

sleeping bag was irreversibly wet and we shared three sleeping bags
amongst four people.

This was too much for Graham who spent the rest of the

in the morning.
night outside.

This was too much for my tent which ripped at 2:00

The next day, we finished off the last three hours of

hiking on the lake shore

(in the water).

The park ranger also spotted

us from his boat and gave us a free ride that saved us half an hour of
hiking by the unpenetrable rain forest.

It is Tuesday, early in the

afternoon and we are five busy students a day behind.
Participants
Thea Burroughs
Gill McDonald
Francois Welt (L)

Kofi Crenstil
Graham Wilson

MOUNTAIN LAKE NUT
December l6—20 19N4

Pierre Friele

Mountain Lake is accessed via an old road that leads up to Eutopia
Lake from Britania Beach.

It’s easy going, except for a minor bushwhack

through some alder on the road, and can be done in 5 hours, or so we
thought.
The weather broke and the sun peeped through the clouds as we began
to climb from Eutopia Lake, below Mt. Sheer, to the hut.
nisour of light, my organic friend, became ecstatic.
month of linear Algebra, I began to feel human.

Alex, the con—

After a gruelling

Our pace slowed; we

sipped on the subtleties of tone that played across the face of Sky Pilot
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by the second.
awoke.

Alex shot off a roll a minute.

I absorbed; my spirit

The light died, and we resumed.

By the time we got in the vicinity of Mt. Lake the sun had set.
It
must have been 160 celcius below; we couldn’t find the cabin.
Christ!
We had intended to bivy one night, but not like this.
In the bag things weren’t so bad.
moon.

A million stars and a silver

Peanut butter and honey enzymatically decaying in my

mouth, and

the warmth of my friend in the bag beside me.
But the morning wasn’t Baja; —20°C, frozen boots.

Alex, the crazy

man, got up to shoot a taiga bivy sunrise, hoping for a cover shot.
Then I caught a glimpse of a metal roof not more than 20’ away
the out
house.
After warming up with hot tea in the cabin, we set out to explore.
-

Bumpkin bowls and microterrain, the place is great.
a fresh view,
Lomond,

a bit of air.

but decided skiing was more fun than peak bagging, so we turned

back in our tracks for some dope sloping.
no skins;

Always a corner,

We headed around to Wind Lake and on to Ben

All we needed was blue wax;

up and down with ease.

You know, Alex has this funny philosophy about toilet paper
never brings it on trips.
winter?
practice,

...

he

I can understand it in the sussser, but in the

you have to use snow

...

hard—core points.

I guess it takes

I never guite mastered the technique.

The next day, more microterrain, basin exploration, and gully ski
ing.

The wind howled, waveforms travelled across ridges, twisters

whipped up the wild enow dumping it in bowls.
Tiger’s eye textures, spectral diffraction, biting cold
the hard core,

...

Alex,

taking it all in; making me ski hairy routes 6 times over

so he could catch the right light.
Finally, after 4 months, humans egain.
lifetime plans.

Thinking of Baja, making

Time to outdo Paul Caffyn, time to paddle around the

Americas.
Participants
Pierre Friele

Alex Frid

WINTER 1985

MOUNTAIN LAKE CNRISTMAS TRIP
Betsy Fletcher

December 27-January 1

After much thought about where to go for a Christmas trip
this year,
the BCMC cabin at Mountain Lake was chosen.

It is in a beautiful area
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that doesn’t require much driving to get to.
on December 27th from Britania.

Leo, Dave and I skied in

The road was plowed until the garbage

dump, at which point we could start skiing.

We weren’t successful in

obtaining the key for the gate which would have cut off a considerable
The day was brilliantly sunny in spite of less than

amount of skiing.

pnsising forecasts, and even better the trail breaking was fairly easy.
We reached the cabin in B hours feeling somewhat exhausted.

We spent

the next couple of days sleeping in and exploring the ares around the
cabin.

We found some great slopes for telemark practice, covered with

nice light powder so I could even turn.
arrived.

On the 2gth, 4 more VOC’ers

As there is no wood stove in the cabin a few more warm bodies

were greatly appreciated.

After a storm on the 29th the weather re

mained sunny and fairly warm for the rest of our trip.

We spent- our

last days trying to find a route to Red Mountain and Ben Lomond.

The

map showed a ridge leading right where we wanted to go, unfortunately

it didn’t show all the little cliffs along the way, making it impossible
to follow the ridge.

After ending up on top of one of these cliffs on

the 30th, we picked out what we thought was the route and went dope
sloping for the rest of the day.

On the 31st we managed to find a

route down to Omer Lake and to the peaks, however by the time we got
down to the lake it was too late to climb either peak and still make it
back to the cabin before dark.

Oh well, it was an excellent run down

to the lake and we still had time to find a few steep slopes before dark.
Mew Year’s eve was celebrated with champagne, followed by rum and hot
chocolate, then a moonlight ski along the lake and a couple of surround
ing ridges.

The ski out on January 1st was enjoyable on the ridge and

upper road.

Unfortunately a lot of the lower portion of the road had

been plowe4 making it icy and impossible to do anything on.

But anyway

it was a great trip.
Participants
Betsy Fletcher CL)
Dave Percival
Brian Waddington

Leo Mylkema

John Croockewit
John Puddifoot
Loch

KOKANEE CMRISTMAS TRIP

Mark Nielsen

December 20—28, 1984

After a week of skiing neck deep in the stuff, we all know what it’s
like to choke on snow.

Over the duration of the trip about 200+ centi

meters descended on the valley where our cabin was situated
lucious powder.

—

all dry

Eventually the quantum sums created some problems.
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Wherever the area wasn’t windblown, we were forced to
go down virtual
cliffs in an effort to get up enough speed to put any turns
in.
Re
gardless, descent was slow and for the experts at least boring,
though
it did help keep the beginners on their feet.
As well, since we had to
ski down steep elopes, we also had to climb up them.
And most of the
trails that we had broken the day before were covered
by the previous
night’s snowfall so that we had to do the same work again.
The near
unceasing snowfall also increased the danger of being caught
in ava
lanches.
Fortunately, none of us were.
In all, the most difficult
part of skiing downhill was to maintain enough speed to
produce a
respectable turn and yet not go so fast as to blind ourselves
with the
clouds of powder that would be created.

With the exceptions of when we
were caucht in the high winds, the temperatures were
usually no colder
than —10°C.
Two of us stuck to waxes while the rest relied on their
skins
presumably because it was the holiday season.
Essentially, the
problems we faced were the ones that most coastal skiers
can only dream
—

of

—

and all of them we found were not too bad.

The Slocan Chief Cabin was the name of the place we
stayed in.
It
is two stories high, with everyone sleeping on the
top floor, and is
big enough to hold about a dozen people.
Besides a cast iron stove,
there is also a three burner Coleman, with propane
supplied.
It was
this that saved a lot of hassles in cooking our food.
As well there
were two Coleman lanterna and enough pots, pans, plates,
forks, spoons,
and knives to keep us civilized.
Though much of the cabin was covered
by carvings of people’s names, the wood siding nailed to the
inside
walls had remained relatively unscathed.

While we were there, the

tables had been covered with a new roll of mactac.
residing in a class place.

We were obviously

But we still had to chop our own wood and

fetch our own water.
Unlike some of the group that took over the cabin
after us, every
one in our party took the chopper in from Nelson.
But to get to Nelson
we split up.
While Nike Firth drove Ross Bates, Darlene Anderson,
and Dave Williams, Stig Andersen, Graham Wilson and myself
took the bus.
The first four endured the difficulties of sitting in
a Pinto station
wagon for 12 hours, but were able to get aome rest at
the home of a for
mer V.0.C. member, Fred Thiesaen

who lived in Nelaon, before facing the
As for the rest, we had taken the night bus and arrived
in
Nelson at 7:30, barely one hour before we were supposed
to be at the
airport.
After sitting in a warm bus all night, it was, for
me at least,
very cold out in the wind, and I was quite glad to
replace the balaclava
next day.
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I had lost with a new one I bought the day before.

The weather was bad

enough to arise concern over whether or not the conditions were good
enough to fly in.

Nevertheless, we did manage to get off the ground,

three of -us taking off from the Airport while Mike drove the rest of us
to a place called the Sandspit where we would meet the helicopter for
our flight in.

The wait at the Sandspit wasn’t very long since we had
When the helicopter arrived we packed

difficulty finding the place.

the four packs as well as the skis and ski poles into the chopper (these
things carry more than I expected) and were on our way.
-

Ross the trip was kind of bumpy for the first group.
subject to the various drafts on the way in.

According to

We, too, were

And on that day at least,

the helicoptar seemed very rickety or fragile as it pounded through the
air.

-

When we arrived at the cabin it was snowing lightly and continued
After carrying in the supplies, starting

to do so throughout the day.

the stove, getting the water and chopping some wood, most of us felt
pretty lazy and limited our skiing to the nearby slope.

All of us

managed to get at least a couple of runs on the southeast ridge before
nightfall, which drove us back to the cabin at around 4:30.
Dave cooked up some macaroni with tuna and cabbage.

That night,

It was a good thing

we had that first, because not only did it give us a lot of carbohy
drates, but we got it over with before we did some serious skiing and
became seriously hungry.
During that day we also met the hut custodian who would be with us
for a week.

His name is Jeff Ofroerer and he lived in a nearby cabin

with his wife, child, and dog.

Though his weather forecasts were some

what suspect, he was helpful in other ways.

Besides replacing the old

mectac, he also ensured us a good supply of propane and toilet paper.
An well, his dog was trained for avalanche rescue.

But moat importantly,

he managed to lend Stig and I jobs as tree planter for the month Of May
this aier in Blue River.

He wanted to take some time out to ski with

us but being too busy testing the slopes for avalanches and packing the
radio around, he was never able to find any.

He did manage to drop by a

few times when the day had ended to see ow we were and to tell a story
or two.
By the second day we had all set our eights a little higher and had
set out in a northerly direction in search of some new slopes to conguer.
Unfortunately Mike was stuck with come heavy ultra-high mountaineering
equipment that consisted of a pair of plastic ICastinger hiking/downhill
skiing boots, a pair of detachable downhill bindings and a pair of down—
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hill skis about 160 centimeters in length.
difficulty keeping up.

Consequently he had a lot of

While Ross and Graham headed back to see how

Mike was doing, Darlene, Dave, Stig and myself continued
on.
about ten minutes or so of our separating, Dave and
Darlene
interesting rxzn down a valley gorge.

Within
found an

It was steep, full of powder, and

all of us fell at least once on the way down.

After that we pushed our
way through the snow, occasionally coming across
a run that was worthy
of us.
We made it back in time.
Meanwhile Ross, Graham and Mike stuck
close to the cabin.
They took it easy most of the day and nothing else
seemed to have happened to them.
On the third day the entire group trudged up the Rokanee
Glacier
for what amounted to a bit of windskiing.

The strong winds we encoun
tered made us favour going in a certain directi
on that would allow us to
keep the wind at our backs.
The problems with the wind began once we
had reached the first crest on the glacier, where
the snow was very icy
and our visibility inhibited by a shroud of
fog.
As a conseguence, when
we began to head back by traversing the snow
field, we had overshot the
Battleships, a rock formation that splits the
glacier in two.
We were
on a aide of the glacier no one was familia
r with.
However, it waa known
that it was rocky at times and potentially hazardous
in the fog.
Mike
and Ross managed to avoid our predicament and
proceeded up the Battle
ships to get a better view.

(At that time the fog was beginning to drift
The rest of us, once our bearings had been straigh
tened out,
climbed back up the glacier and then up to where
Mike and Ross were.
After a quick break we began a long descen
t which, though difficult at
first, became for me at least rather enjoya
ble, especially as we went
away.)

below the fog and the snow was once again up
to our knees.
But as was
said before, it was slow going for the experts
who preferred conditions
in which more turns could be made over the
aame distance.
On the next day the group had once again split
up, As Graham, Ross,
Mike and I skied to Garland Lake and beyond
to where we encountered some
more inhospitable winds and snow that was
either too icy or too slow.
We were also faced with no other choice but
to climb back up a particu
larly steep hillthat we had earlier skied
down.
Despite the hardships,
there was some great skiing into the lake
as well as some interesting
sights at the point of destination.
Unfortunately Graham had to turn
back because his skins kept falling off,
and Stig wasn’t feeling well
enough to stray very far from the cabin.

Meanwhile Dave and Darlene hsd
returned to the slopes they had enjoyed two
days before.
After four days of fairly intensive
skiing Mike, Ross, Graham and I
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stuck close to the cabin spending most of our tims stuffing our faces
with crackers and what not, going out for the occasional run just ao we
could say that we did some skiing.

Dave, Darlene and Stig decided to

take a look at the way out as well as spending some more time in the
area where they had been the day before.
Finally, after five days there was some sunshine.

The group de

cided to head back up the glacier and beyond to the Keyhole.

Meanwhile,

Stig and Darlene led the pack, Ross followed close behind.
Mike lumbered along and Graham and I brought up the rear.

While Dave,

We had to get

up at 4:DD in the morning to see a barium rocket that was reportedly
scheduled to appear in the sky at that time on that day.

Either because

it was too cloudy or because it wasn’t sent up, we didn’t see anything.
After the group had passed the crest of the glacier field we found some
rock formations that were kind of neat.

Though maintaining the colour

and texture of plain brown volcanic rock, they took the form of crystal.
It was something I hadn’t seen before.

Things began to get difficult

almost as soon as we tuned around to go back.

We got ourselves trapped

on some loose snow and were forced to walk down and circumvent the slope.
Once we got back up to the top, we climbed up the Giants Kneecap which
at some points required some fairly good technique.

When we got back

down we faced some of the toughest skiing of the trip.
linked turns only once during the entire run down.

I, for one,

Fortunately all the

others faired much better.
In preparation for the extensive skiing that we would be under
taking to get out the next morning we once again spent most of the day
at the cabin stuffing our faces and going out for a run occasionally.
We got up at 5:30 the next day and were on the trail by 7:00, with our
packs on.
able.

The snow was deep making trailbresking all the more formid

As had occurred throughout the trip, the downhill segments separ

ated the group and some time was spent waiting for others, usual1’ me.
At 9:00 we saw the helicopter fly by.

Despite our fears, the weather

Was good enough for flying and we could have our packs carried out by
air.

By noon it looked as though we weren’t goinggo make it in time.

People were getting tired and hungry and the group as a whole was get
ting slower.

But suddenly and just in time Anders and two others, who

were part of a group that was to takeover the cabin after us, had shown
up on the road out.

They had decided to ski into the cabin for the

next week instead of taking the helicopter.
broken trail for us.

Subsequently, they had

We were all very much relieved, but the trail was

still long and it wasn’t until 4:00 when everybody got out.
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The trip was over and after skiing the final few kilometers I was
relieved.

The trip was great.

There was iota of snow and lots of good

skiing of which nothing else had been comparable so far this year.

But

I was looking forward to seeing the parents before I go back to school
and after such a long trip, the novelty of skiing was beginning to wear
off.

It was becoming less fun and involved more work.

Nevertheless,

did learn a lot that I otherwise would not have learned.

I

Besides I

think I’ve found my skiing legs.
Participants
Ross Bates (L)
Dave Williams
Mike Firth

Darlene Anderson

Graham Wilson
Stig Andersen
Mark Nielsen

ACROSS THE MEVE AND DOWN THE BARRIER FOR OLD TIME’ S SAKE
Audrey Pearson

January 4—6,

It all began innocuously enough.
(late,

1DOS

Bets woke me Wednesday morning,

I confess), as I was recovering from Hew Year’s Eve, Hew year’s

Day skiing and Hew Year’s dinner.

She had just come back from Mountain

Lake and was “looking for another trip”.
love to go somewhere.
was born.

I muttered “Ya,

sore.

I’d

I could probably snaffle Mom’s car”, and a trip

We just hadn’t decided where yet.

After I was actually awake, I began to consider a destination.
Diamond Head seemed a logical choice.

I had been there on Hew Year’s

Day and the snow was absolutely fabulous.

It was close, no trailbreak

ing for our small party and no need for tents.

Alright, perhaps it was

a slightly unimaginative choice, but sometimes easy is nice.

We’d be

hardcore later.
So Friday afternoon, we headed off for a pleasant afternoon skiing.
Three hours later we arrived, in time for dins at a respectable hour.
immediately disappeared into a book I’d been trying to start for weeks.
Bets and Leo played cards.

(McGillivary ‘83 was not beginner’s luck.

Bets really is a guiet little card shark)
Day 2 we awoke and headed off towards no particular places.
going to head up towards Opal Cone but we couldn’t see it.

We were

(Sound f a—

miliar?)
We played around in the gullies but the snow was wetter and heavier
than a few days ago.

The cold snap was over.

Having been spoiled by

gorgeous snow, I was feeling uninspired; especially when the slope wa had
just skied up promptly disappeared in fog.
cabin a bit early.

I trundelled back to

The others remained, determined to get in those turns.
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They

After dinner entertainment was provided by the Parks Branch.

presented a slide show and a talk on avalanche awareness, a first for
the Diamond Head cabin.

Perhaps they are not acting too soon at all.

We were the only party there who had pieps.

How many of us have seen

horrible routes on the Saddle?
Afterwards, we were back on skis again.
the moon was full,

The sky had cleared and

Oh, for a full moon in the mountains!

Moonlight was

everywhere, shining off nearby peaks and dancing in the snow like spark
ling jewels.

Bets and I paused to think a little.

Some people will

How very sad.

never see a full moon in the mountains.

We raised our

cups and gave a toast, “To mountains!” and may we always be here.

And

we talked about things to do, Garibaldi, the Heve, there’s so siuch.
We’d have to come again soon,
And finally we headed back to the cabin, someone new had arrived,
whose tall lean frame looked very familiar.
“I just got here.

I’m looking for someone to do the

I’m alone.

Heve,”
Do you remember me?

“It’s Frank Baumann, isn’t it?
lanche course from you.
“Oh, right.

I took an ava

I’m a VOCer.”

I remember you.

So, do you want to go across the Heve?”

Bets and I looked at each other.
We were just talking about it.

“Hem.

Haw.. yah, sure, why not.

Let’s go!”

The third member of our party came into view.

and guess what we’re doing tomorrow.

I

“Leo, come here.

have someone to introduce to you, an old VOCer of fine standing.

Oh,

We’re going across the Heve.”

“Oh.”
We returned to the cabin and after a little impromptu reorganization
tucked ourselves into our sleeping bags.
excitement.
-

Adventure!

I could feel myself full with

A new place to be!

Mounkains!

We rendezvoused with Frank again just before the sun rose.

morning in the mountains, the freshness and crispness.
so alive.)

(I love

Everything seems

We set off on a guided tour of the Heve, each little bit of

the route carefully pointed out, each qUestion patiently answered.
stories!

And

All experienced people have stories to tell about mountains.

you just have to get them talking.

And VOC stories too, with names in

past journals coming alive, like pharacters in a novel.
We reached the site of the Heve Hilton remains and had a brew.
Mountains!

All around us, mountains!

Many were familiar:

Black Tusk,

Garibaldi, Sphinx, Home.
Davidson (I remember Davidson.

A friend got caught in an avalanche
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there), and Pitt

(boy, did Mary have an epic there); Garibaldi

(Hmrn, I’ve

tried to climb it, is it three times now?); Manquam (yes, I must go in
there, perhaps Spring?); Black Tusk
ginners there.

thrilled.); Sky Pilot
Sphinx

(I remember taking a group of be

It was the first mountain they ever climbed.
(my favourite place.

They were

There’s so much to do there.);

;whatVoCer doesn’t have memories of Sphinx?); More than mountains,

special places, memories with friends, ideas for the future.

Is it crazy

to be profoundly attached to these creations of glaciation?

I don’t

think so....
We reached Sentinel Bay at about 2:30 P.M.
long day.

But this part was at least familiar:

ly not too long

It was going to be a
across the lake

(probab

our wax was working), then the trail, icy perhaps, but

straightforward.

Besides there would be all the familiar signposts; the
shelter, the Barrier lookout, the stairs, then the parking lot would be
just around the corner.
Frank, however, had other ideas.
boring’.

The trail would just be “totally

He wanted to take his “sneaky shortcut” down the Barrier,

the VOC did in the old days coming out of Sphinx Camp.

like

It would be

faster and well, you know, more “interesting”.
I should have known better.

I know what the word “interesting”

means by now.
Off we charged, down the Barrier in the fading light.

The wind was

racing up the valley and it was cold, bloody cold.

The snow was really

hard, difficult to edge.

You might slide for

a long way if you slipped.
I realized,

The slope was steep too.
At first, I thought,

“This is insane.”

“This is crazy.”

with enthusiasm and as if nothing was at all unusual.
steeper and Frank waited below

The slope got

presumably to catch us if necessary.

did slip, but much to my relief I could stop myself.
wouldn’t be so bad.

We had no water,

I

Perhaps this

Finally we took off skis and walked.

To kick steps on steep slopes I could do.
exhausting.

Then

Meanwhile, Frank continued on, brimming

I felt better.

But the snow was very deep and

little food and not much energy.

I was

concerned about fatigue errors in the dark.
Finally, we got off the steep part.
ther”, according to Frank.
charged off again.

Then it was “just a bit fur

The worst was supposedly over now, so we

The next part was interesting too.

a headlamp so he just tried to stay close to Frank.

Leo didn’t have

The speed of the

skis exceeded your ability to react to the terrain as lit by the
he3dlamp at the last minute, which made for a few surprises
Eventually we put our skins back on.

(and wipeouts).

Mow it was only really just a “bit
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further”.

As we pressed on through the trees, I thought,

bushwhacking next to a creek, beside an Al trail?!”

“Here I am,

Oh well, I’ve

buskwhacked before.
The coup de grace was reserved for the very end.
ing consisted of a slender snowy, icy log.

The creek cross

I was wondering if it was

just me who was thinking that this whole thing was rather mad, then Bets
remarked “What an adventure.”
only me.

Her tone of voice told me that it wasn’t

i think we were both feeling rather fond of the ol’ trail at

that point.
Finally we got to the parking lot.

There was just the road to go.

“Wasn’t that more interesting than that boring trail?”
certainly was.
—

Now we were true VOCers.

yes, Frank, it

We had been down the Harrier

just for old time’s sake.

-

Participants
Audrey Pearson
Leo Hylekema
Betsy Fletcher

Special guest:
Frank Baumann

THE SKI SCHOOL
Leisbet Croockewit

January 19, 1985

We all met at the Cypress downhill parking lot.

The instructors

couldn’t remember such a lazy start for a day of skiing.
lightened before we left the streets of Vancouver.

The sky had

Quite a large group

showed up, with the instructors outnumbering the eager beginners.
The schoOl began with Henry leading a waxing clinic.
wet snow, everyone got some firsthand experience with

Having warm

lister.

We

were all worried our hands would never get unstuck from our mittens.
Then we split into two groups.

Pierre took the people who wanted to go

bushwhacking and had some experience.

They heeded for Ht. Strom.

The

reCt of ua stayed with Benry and he taught us the basics of control.
We learned how to climb hills by “birdtracking” up, tried some side
stepping and then got into turns.

“Remember one foot at a time.

.

.WOOSH

...and make sure you are parallel to the slope, it makes a difference”.
Next we traversed up a steep slope.
ndw could all get up the mountains

Everyone was catching on fast
-

The downhill traverse, skidding your skis
a little more perserverance.

-

we

but what about coming down?
out to slow down, took

I found it hard to describe the mechanics

of the different skills that I had learned by “knowing it felt right”.
The basic snowplow was utilized.
challenge.

The steep elope and crust made thiC a

We convinced Henry that we should do this on a more gradual
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slope.

Hancy, who couldn’t figure out why we were learning how to snow

plow, proceeded to do some beautiful parallel turns.

I was guite enviou
5

and couldn’t figure out why she was at the beginner’s ski school.
Soon we were ready to try something more challenging.

Tony gave a

few pointers on route finding and we headed off for Mt. Strom.

Robin

and I decided to limit our bushwhacking part of the course to obtaining
the Bowen Island lookout, a beautiful lunch spot, though the clouds did
not provide us with much of a view.

We progressed with more traversing

practice, this time learning how to avoid trees and stumpa on the way
down.

We returned via the road as it started raining.

We ran into the

first group, who had got to the top of Mt. Strom and afterwards had
hitched a lift on the chair.
heading home.

The rain was getting worse and they were

We waited for Henry’s group.

and found them halfway down the mountain.
an introductory trip.

I caught a lift on the chair
Sounded like it waen’t just

They had led everyone off the back of Mt. Strom

and had to do some climbing on steep aidehills to regain the route.

All

the beginners looked like they could handle a VOC trip, they adamed to
have no problems with the new route they had taken.

I only hope they

haven’t been scared away after surviving some advanced skiing terrain,
crusty snow and rain.
We all turned into the warming hut for a hot drink and then we
headed back to the city.
Participants
Henry Marsdan (Ii
Cathy
Peter Stone
Wendy Chan

Hancy Lindburg
Leiabet Croockewit
Dawson Yee

Catherine Oewar
Tony Webb
Robin Chan
Ken Chong

HIGH TIME OH HABRICH
Bruce Fairley

January, 1985

We had plans for Rexford, but they got drowned in a Thursday night
snowstorm,

so I called Redekop Friday suppertime and euggested Habrich.

I’d never been to the aummit and had never heard of a winter ascent, but
it seemed like a feasible and safe project for one day.
described by Culbert

Mt. Habrich is

(accurately) as a lovely granite horn sitting north

of the Sky Pilot group; it is best known for several seven to eight
pitch rock climbs and for its rough granite, which supplements Chief
climbs nicely.
Harold and I met at Taylor Way at 6:00 A.M. and put on skis at
7:30.

The road was gravelly, however

—

and ploughed, much to our sur—
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the rain turned to snow as we sat around the fire, but we still expected
nothing more from the morrow but a ski up to the toe of the glacier fol
lowed by a dismal trip out.

But it was not to b&

The clouds parted overnight and we awoke to

a beautiful clear morning.

We couldn’t believe our good luck, and soon

headed for the peak.

The travelling was easy over the hard snow on the

glacier and the peak was quickly reached.

We briefly looked at the

splendid views before the biting east wind and the thought of the long
ski out chased us down.
The skiing was quite good on the glacier, except at the top where
the windblown snow claimed a few victims.

The rest of the ski out was

pretty raunchy though; breaking crust over rain-soaked mush.
got down around six after walking the last bit in the dark.

We finally
Going down,

we took. the road on the north side of Miller Creek mentioned in the ski
guide as an alternate approach; we found it easier than the other route

and I would recounsend it.
Participants

Keith Cover
Dave Williams

Darlene Anderson
Brian Weddington

SPECIAL FEATURES

THE THIN EDGE OF THE WEDGE
Brad Boyle
Part I:

July, l9B3

Halfway up the northwest couloir of Wedge mountain, stalled in the

left fork,

This is a massive BCMC assault:

ropes, all doing the same route,.

too many people on too many

Loch and I are on one rope, unable to

go down because of the crowd below, unable to ascend because of the
tesiss above, Brian among them, trying to pick their way, slowly, across
a rock rib to avoid the massive cornice looming in the fog.
The snow has beun again, and every few minutes a new sluff hisses
down the, trough-shaped chute to our left.

Chunks of rock and ice, knocked

off by the oblivious climbers above, come whizzing down the c’ouloir, pro

voking threats and curses and descending shouts of “rockL..rock
Lqch and I, helmetless, finally sound the retreat.

We are joined at the

bottom by Brian and the others, plunge—stepping down out of the mist;
they had turned beck after reaching yet another narrow corniced couloir.
On the long walk back, Loch and I vow never to become involved in

another mountain mob scene.

On Monday we buy helmets.
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Part II:

August,

1984

Brian and Loch and I sweated up the Wedgemount Lake trail, shirt—
less under the summer sun.
clean,

This was to be our return engagement:

swift ascent of the north ridge of Wedge.

a

No mobs, just the three

of us; bivy en route, no tent, and carry all our gear with us up over
the top.

With such fine weather, how could we fail?

Perhaps the glacier crossing was an omen.

Normally quick and en

joyable, it proved to be meticulous, nerve—wracking work.

Just enough

snow had melted so the treacherous crevasses lay thinly, concealed; each
step had to be tested with a jab of the ice axe, often revealing an omi
incus blueness below.
We camped at the very base of the north ridge, on a narrow snow
platform stamped out at the top of a gully

above the Weart-Wedgemount

col.

From our eyrie, we watched a perfect cloudless sunset spill amber
light across into the remote heart of Garibaldi Park.
Above us, the

sharp white spine of the north ridge arched upward to the final steep
slope; there, a brilliant sliver of moon balanced precariously, improb
ably, upon the very summit itself.
The rain began at midnight.

I remember looking at my watch after

the first icy drops touched my cheek.

No more moon:

only uniform dark

ness, and harsh wet winds gusting up off the Weart Glacier.

Brian was
in a bivy sack, but Loch and I scrambled groggily to wrap
our down sleep
ing bags in the thin crinkly space blankets we never thought we’d
have
to use.
I wrapped myself as well as I could, but the rain ran down onto
my foam pad, and soaked my bag from beneath.

I lay through the night
with one numb hand exposed, gripping an edge of the blanket
to keep the
wind from tearing it off.
When morning finally came, the rain had stopped, but the
north ridge
had vanished into the clouds.

We were wet, the snow was sodden and pos
sibly unsafe, so we abandoned the north ridge and descended round
toward
the base of the West ridge, hoping to at least scramble up
by the stand
ard route.

The rain began again, but we pressed on:

no way were we go

ing to give up this time.
The lightning changed our minds.

No sense grunting upward for an

hour and a half over greasy rock and sodden

snow, in gusting rain, to
stand on a peak where we wouldn’t be able to see anything
anyway
all
for the privilege of becoming human lightning rods.
The time had come,
we agreed, to wimp out.
Wet, cold and demoralized, we began our labor
—

ious retreat across the Wedgemount glacier, Loch and I vowing
to buy
bivy sacks on Monday.
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Part [II:

January 26-27, 1985

We dumped our gear among the snow—smeared boulders on an open flat
belgw the Wefge-Parkhurst col, having, skied up Rethel Creek in the sun.
“It’s

a

slug fest”, proclaimed Brian, plainly pleased at the aight of

four blue bi bags stretched out on the snow.

After only a brief rest,

Brian set off up to the col with Darlene, Dave and Tony to ski Parkhurst
before sunset.

I opted to stay behind, along with Loch and Al, who were

busy’ digging a snowpit for their bags.
entirely well

—

I was not, I confessed, feeling

having just survived a 2:30 bedtime and the fearsome

celebrations of Robbie Burns Day the night before.

But it, felt good to

be up in the high cold country again, looking out over the Cheakamus
Valley, camped beneath the west ridge of Wedge, with the white stripe
of the northwest .couloir bifurcating upward8 to meet it.

Somewhere out

of sight was the north ridge itself, still waiting; tomorrow we’d be on

it.
I don’t think anyone was surprised when the weather crapped out.
Most of us had tried Wedge before, and we all knew its tricks,

yet i

couldn’t help groaning as I was awakened in the pre-dawn darkness by a
glowing headlamp and the sound of snow tieking softly onto my bi sack.
Wedge had vanished, and our enthusiasm with it.

We debated our

situation in the half—light, sorting equipment with numb, tingling f in—
gers.

By the tine we would hike around to the base of the north ridge,

and actually get on it, the weather would probably get much worse, and
then we’d have to turn back altogether.

No, this time we were going to

make it to the top.
Brian, Darlene, Dave and Tony decided to do the west ridge, and
headed off on skis.

Al, Loch and I, having hauled along our mountain

eering boots, as well as crampons, ice axes, ropes, and a ton of other
neat stuff which we were determined to use
set off up the northwest couloir.
settle with that route

—

—

(however inappropriately)

—

Miyway, Loch and I had a score to

or rather with ourselves.

The ascent was swift and exhilarating, a far cry from the traumatic
mob scene of two years earlier.

Crampons bit well into the surface

crust, often making it possible to ascend on points alone, without kick
ing tiring steps; yet ice axes could still be forced deep down through
the crust, providing solid self belay.

We went straight for the far

right fork this time, and emerging part way up the west ridge we began
the long scramble to the summit over rime—covered rocks.
The weather improved steadily as we ascended.

By the time we

reached the peak, just behind the others, the sun was shining through
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the still, irridescent air

—

glistening off suspended ice crystals.

could see the Spearheads range to the south, Mt.

We

James Turner to the east,

and directly below us, the sinuous, razor—edged north ridge

—

untracked,

and looking alluringly, maddeningly, climbable.
“We could’ve climbed it”, said Brian, realizing we’d been had.
Wedge, the old trickster, had done it again.

But we’d made it to the
top, and any regrets we might have had vanished in a high-speed spray
of
snow as we burn-shussed, one by one, hooting, down a 1000—vertic
al—feet

couloir on the south face.
Participants
Darlene Anderson
Brad Boyle
Al Kleinschmidt

Loch MacDonald

Brian Waddington
Dave Williams
Tony Webb

MOUNT JUDGE HOWAY
Kobus Barnard

My attempts at climbing the Judge have long been a source of ridi
cule from other VOC members.
(thanks Paul)

I got a genre of trip named after me

and a goon award (thanks Al)

for my efforts.
So without
further introduction here is an uninhibited account, mainly in the form
of true quotations, of the idiocy.
Trip 1
Party:

(Aug.

1981)

Kobus, Andy Pacheco, and Darryl Hutcheon

Just what it was that first attracted me to the idea of climbing
Judge Howay has long since been forgotten, but back in those days it
was
easy to be fooled by Culbert’s guide which had a way of making
it sound,
to the naive ear, as though all the routes in it were done regularly.
Since Howay was listed as a C3, obviously we could do it in a
long week
end; in fact, since Andy had been leading for a whole season, and my
leading experience was almost ten pitches, we thought we would
be able
to do a new route
Thus 20 chocks and two ropes were added to the gear
list.
Clearly someone didn’t understand the magnitude of the problem.
Guess who said, at a party, “If we have any spare time, we may be able
to pull off Robbie Reid as well.”

The guide book said that a boat was
required, but since we didn’t have one, an over—land route seemed logi

cal.
At 6:00 P.M. on the first day we got a view of the mountain.
As
we stood at ‘Nowhere Col’ gazing at the misty far off peak, I exc’aimed
“Look, there it is” To which Darryl said ‘Ah, guys, I’m going home.
I’ll start walking back now and hitch hike when I get to
the road.”
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The next day we managed to reach the start of the C3* part.

Not

understanding that we might not make the suamit, we proceeded to cross
tha Stave river.
parrtner,

In its middle I announced to my hydrophobic climbing

“I don’t think this is getting any deeper.”

A few minotes

later Andy mentioned, grabbing my arm, “My feet aren’t touching the bot
tom,”

I replied “Don’t worry, mine aren’t either.”
Raving realized that we were still somewhat short of the elevation
We could not resist,

of the Grouse Mountain parking lot, we went home.

however, committing the ‘grass is always greener on the short out side
of the fence’ error.

Andy suckered me in with his brilliant logic:

“If we follow the beach that must be around the lake, we’ll be able to
cover the S miles in about 4 hours,”

After following our short cut for

two days we decided that brown grass was not so bad after all.
more hours of travel made us only two days overdue.
my parents were both in Europe.

Eight

Luckily Andy’s and

Incidentally, neither of our girl

friends had noticed our absence.
And then there is nothing like discussing effective climbing tech
niques in the pub montha after one has forgotten about them”
What arm belay?”

“Arm belay?

Andy had to go over the details several times before

the embarrassing reality resurfaced above some defense mechanism.

We

did cross a discontinuity using only linked arms for security
Trip 2

(May 1983)

Party:

Kobus and Kwon Kim

This trip featured great weather and getting above treeline.

We

spent a great deal of energy finding out all kinds of neat ways which
one shouldn’t usa to get to the Judge.

At least we picked off Kranrod

and observed enough avalanches to put forth the following conjecture:
“Perhaps the warmest day of spring is not the best time to climb the
mountain.”
Unlike other Judge Howay expeditionars, Kwon’squiat nature pre
yanted him from putting his foot into his mouth.

After this trip he did,

however, mutter to Andy some of his thoughts about it.
the bush was bad.
in fact.
Trip 3
Party:

Really bad

Actually, I’ve never seen so much bush in my life.

(Sept, 84)
Kobus and Andy

At a col just below Kranrod I announced,
with this route last time.
*

“Yeah, I guess

Actually, yeah the bush was pretty bad.

“This is as far as we got

It looks pretty good from here.”

The in

‘C’ being a strenuous weekend or reasonable 3 day outing”: Dick Culbert,

Alpine Guide to South Western British Columbia, p.

362.
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famous reply involved some feeble reference to the fact that Andy didn’t
want to risk missing his Tuesday morning lecture.
Trip 4

(Aug. 1985)

Party:

Icobus, Andy, and Muriel

Complete whiteout.
mula for trouble”

•

The plan of attack involved a rappel.

you say?

You’re right

“A for

Muriel got a prussik jammed

and decided that the only way out involved using a novel idea
in lug
gage transport.
technique.
in

Two hundred feet above, Muriel introduced me to the

“I’m going to drop my pack’,

she yelled.

‘But I’m not tied

I responded as the pack hurtled by.
The rest of the day was spent traversing through bushes and
nasty

little trees in the pouring rain.

At dusk we were beside a small lake,

and a sand bar at its end had room for the tent.
mumbling something about the lake level rising.

Andy and Muriel kept
Clearly it Was no time

to argue about campspots so I curbed the dissent by stating:
guys.

The water comes in here, and goes out there

physics).

“Look -you

(simple steady state

There is no way the water level will rise

As it turned out,

it didn’t rise past MY side of the tent.
The following day brought improving weather and a chance to get onto
the route we were interested in.
time for another discussion.

By noon we were beside it, and it was

‘Given the amount of food we have left,”

I reasoned, “We have to start right now.”

This was the reality we had

to face with wet gear, sore bodies, and tired minds.

Being conserva
tive Canuks, we decided instead to look for the line of least resist
ance.
A vegetated shoulder three hundred feet above us appeared to be
the start of a nice hike.
aid climbing on loose rock.

The easy class 4 to get to it quickly became
It was this stage of the trip which pro

duced the most famous Howay quote of all:
I’m a whimp and I’m proud of it

“I’ve had it

I’ve had it

You can find someone else to climb

this goddam mountain with.” So we went back to the lake, leaving me to
ponder how the hell I could talk Andy into making another try the next
day.
As it turned out, Andy changed his own mind as the weather con
tinued to improve.

He stipulated, however, that we turn back by 2:30.
I thought that this was a stupid idea, but I didn’t express this opinion

Out loud.
The next day the weather was ideal for climbing.
Being efficient
climbers we opted for circumnavigating the class three route with a
couple of pitches of 5.7.
Once we intersected the easy route we fol
lowed it up to a moderate, but exposed, snow slope. Momentarily for
getting that my companions were not very experienced on snow, and that
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we had no ice axes, I exclaimed “This is going to be even easier then I
thought.”

“Kick good steps” was heard more than once!

Finally, we made it.

Needless to say, it was somewhat later than

2:30 by the time we descended.

Using the easy route this time, we al

most got off the peek by dark.
didn’t have their headlamps.

Then we discovered that Andy and Muriel
I was all for doing a rappel or two, end

then continuing the descent all the way to a certain ridge where there
was plenty of firewood.

Again there was disagreement.

Muriel tried to

convince me that where there’s e bivi spot, there’s warmth by saying
“We can use this heather to build a fire.”

Down we went!

We went all

the way to the firewood, hearing only occasionally as we crossed the
long talus slope, “We could sleep here.”
Thus we bivied beside a greet fire.

-

The Goddess of climbing needed

a sacrifice however, so I awoke minus a contact lens.
hours we made it back to base cemp.

In e short two

As the Goddess was determined not

to make our return trip a pleasant one, dark clouds began to loom on
the horizon,

We opted to cresh for a couple of hours, end then heed

out on e second wind.

(The second wind never meterielizad.)

All things

considered, we made good time end crossed severel tricky sections before
the rains ceme.

The following morning we ploughed through the bush in

the pouring rein but our spirits were not dempened as we swung from
dripping bushes end fell through rotten logs, for this time it had all
been worth it.

Success does change people.

After the first Mowsy trip,

Andy had seriously considered giving up mountaineering, but on the boet
ride back from this one, he was already talking shout the south peek.
So the sage is put on hold until we do a winter ascent of that one.
Does anybody went to come along?

CLIMBING ETIQUETTE
Mfs Holiness, the Most Reverend Alan Greer

Throughout the history of societies, we humans have adopted en often
complex system of manners, bsheviouriel niceties to reduce the constant
friction of our relations.

From bowing in complete submission to dof-.

fing the hat these habits of respect have formed a common etiquette.
Presently such forms of behavior lack widespread practice due largely to
modern rejection of outdated concepts of class end sexual station, no
doubt a des&reble conclusion of growing egalitarian thinking.

However,

treating all equally need not mean treating all equally poorly, as is
evidently the tendency of the modern enlightenment.

While this may he
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frustrating and saddening in conventisl social activity it has
far more
dire ramifications in homan pursuits wherein one’s life and safety
de
pend on the goodwill and good sense of those who share the arena.
Such
is the case of climbing.
Vulnerability is an elemental factor of the climbing game, as
the
participant exposes herself/himself to a varying array of potential
hazards.
Likely the greatest threat to safety arises from the human
factor.
We are our own worst enemies.
Realizing this we all accept
‘pilot error’ as a risk that a party or individual must bear,
minimizing,
as best we can, this self—threat.
Crowded climbs lead to another risk:
that the hazard may come from other climbers.
It is in this area that
climbing etiguette best serves its function and whers its abseoce
is in
creasingly noticed.
Horror stories abound of climber’s disregard for climber.
One such
occurrence involved yours truly whilst ice climbing this winter.
On a
strangely crowded day at Louise Falls in the Rockies our
party was
passed by two faster climbers who chose to solo the lower pitches
of the
route.
In doing so one of the two crossed directly over oor rope, lanc
ing it three times with his front—points.
His obvious ability and poise
precluded the possibility that this was frantic thrashing desperation.
The turkey simply lacked concern for another’s property (mine)
and
failed to realize a less competent climber (technically, that
is) was
relying on that rope with his life (also mine).
The fellow and his
partner then proceeded to climb past my disgruntled and uneasy frame to
a belay.
On the next pitch the same ‘soft-toed’ individual seconded
(belayed from above) directly above a woman leading a steep section.
She was justifiably peeved and allowed him the benefit of her opinion
(unrestrained as she was my quasi—macho aversion to criticizing
stronger climbers).

The two sobers were the first up the climb, but
only after unfairly sharing their risks with others who would not share
their achievement.
Another story was told to us on that trip about a local
climber

(Banff)

(who had been asking us if he could climb with us since we were

Apparently on a sunneer ascent of the NW ridge of Mt. Rundle,
three).
he had left behind his partner (who was taking too long on the climb),
choosing to spend the night in town rather than at the eminent cold hi
vousc.

This turkey’s carefree attitude displayed an appalling lsck of

courtesy and concern for his fellow mountaineer.

It is probably safe to

assume that the other’s slowness was due to his lesser experience and
confidence.

As such he least of all should have been abandoned.

Need—
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less to say we never did find time to make the foursome.
The culprits in these caaes each had an extended sense of confidence
and expediency.

Such traits can be very useful and rewarding for the

hot climber as long as whoever he is climbing with or around shares the
ability.

Imposed on others, however, they become nothing short of

ruthlessness and bravado.

Crowded climbing spots such as the Chaisonix

Alps are plagued with large accident tolls, no doubt much of which must
be dqe to such thoughtless behavior.

Our vast climbing environment

eliminates population pressures as a major threat, nevertheless disregard
for others remains one.

Perhaps as the new Himalayan heroes push far

ther the degree of consitment and risk, the ‘no—holds—barred’ ethic is
to be expected to take root amongst the many who aspire to their achieve
ments and imitate their methods,
reading of the ideal.

If this is so it is a profound mis

To be tough, one need not be unthinking, to be

fearless one need not be uncaring.
any experience in either.)

(Deduced more from observation than

It is simply a matter of realizing priori

ties; climbing is supposed to be fun and ceases to be when one’s care
lessness threatens another’s security.
In concluding my little sermon—cum—turkey shoot I hope only that
my message is heard while my motives are not doubted.

If you think I

am using this platform to vent a little spleen at one who is safely far
away, you may be right, while missing the point.

I simply feel that

there are proper ways to treat each other, whether this includes

dof—

fing one’s helmet to a passing climber while perched on micro—ledge or
simply calling out a greeting such as ‘How’re they hangin’?’ it does
not matter.

Great things can be achieved with huiñan cooperation, while

I have always found the mountains provide enough of challenge without
having stupidity to surmount.

BREW HUT CHAPTER III
Pierre Priele

84/85 was aupposedly to be the year that the Brew Hut saga would
end and I haven’t lost faith yet.

(you notice I use the word faith; if

this were Brian’s project the matter would be cut and dry.)

The Brew

shell is standing, it’s strong, clear of snow, and next summer/fall I’m
going to finish it.
Fall ‘84 went smoothly

...

at first.

A weekend to check out the

new site and anchor the sleepers; a weekend weighing loads for the
helicopter; a weekend slinging loads; a weekend fixing and placing
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arches; and then, on the weekend we could have finishe
d it, all hell
broke loose.
It snowed like a bastard (wonderful snow; I wish I had
my
skis).
As it was, we slogged through waist deep enow; two hours getting
in turned into four.
All the wood was buried in drifts.
An easy day
putting on the ronf turned into a day digging it
out.
And where was
Mary with all the people and food for the party; where
was Betsy; where
was Tony and the support crew for Sunday? Bloody
hell!
It sort of
worked out in the end:
I heard the party was great.
A little wine does
wonders for the spirit; weather and darkness bring
people together.
Everyone who put energy into Brew deserves a
big thanks, especially
guys like Tim, Neil, Brian and Dave who took charge
of projects; Narkus,
the Sherpa, who carried a huge tump line load through
miles of deep snow
without a complaint.
And those who banged nails, or shovelled or froze;
Brad the Botanist; E for Being there; and
especially Frederick, my step
father, for helping with the arches.
Next year we’ll finish the hut.
I’m not sure who will be the pro
jects uncoordinator, maybe me, but the task should
be relatively easy,
to tack on the aluminum roof, and perform major
cosmetic surgery.
In the last 3 years not many people have come to Brew
to enjoy the
Most trips have involved cubic yards of shovel
ling to clear the
cabin of crushing snow, but the area does have
potential.
For the be
ginner there are rolling bowls with mellow slopes
; for the extremist,
steeps and maximum air; and for the tourer, access
to Tricouni, Cypress
area.

and the Powder Cap.

For an accessible, economical Christmas trip Brew

would be the place to go.

VOC AND THE GUIDEBOOK GAME
Bruce Fairley

I wonder if anyone else has noticed the connec
tion between VOC man—
bership and the propensity to write guidebooks?
With only a couple of
exceptions, all the guides to Squamish and the Coast
Mountains which have
appeared to date have been authored by people who
were closely associated
with the club.
The outstanding example of this trend is The Climber’s

Guide to the Coastal Ranges of B.C., by Dick Culber
t, a book which is
still the only complete route guide to the
Coast Mountains ever pub
lished.
It might be interesting for some of the newer club
members to
hear how some of these guides were prepared.
The Climber’s Guide got much of its impetus from
a program whereby
the Federal Government rubstaked prospectors who
were willing to travel
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into remote areas to engage in mineral exploration.

Culbert and his

friends heard about this program and slyly conceived of a plan which
would allow them to combine some semi—profitable work with an ambitious
scheme to explore as much of the unknown ground as possible which was
left in the Coast Mountains.

After passing their prospector’s exams, a

quartet consisting of Culbert

Glenn Woodsworth, Arnold Shives and

Ashlyn Armour—Brown signed on to the grubstake program and headed off
to the icefields.

Over two summers they captured bushels of first as-

cents as they tracked up unexplored valleys and down unvisited and re
mote glaciers.

Then over the winter, Culbert and Woodsworth hammered

sway at putting a manuscript together.

Much of this work was carried

on in the VOC Clubroom, an old hut located in the area of campus just
north of where the Student Union Building sits today.

VOC did not have

the bread to get into the publishing business, so it was ultimately the
Alpine Club of Canada which sponsored this first Coastal Guide, which
appeared in l%5.

As mentioned previously, to this day it remains the

only such guide to such important areas as the Waddington, Monarch
Queen Bess, Raleigh and Gilbert areas.
Still needed was a separate guidebook to the recently discovered
rock climbing centre of the Squamish Chief.

VOC was the logical spon

sor, as many of the climbers putting up the routes at Squamish were in
fact club members.

Glenn Woodsworth wrote a manuscript and approached

the club for funding.

In a meeting of the general membership,

(which in

fact consisted in large part of downhill skiers), the club voted $300 to
publish the first Chief Guide.

It appeared in 1g67, and was considered

to be a thoroughly creditable job.

Long out of print, copies today

would likely fetch $25 or more.
Although the money from the Chief Guide was intended to seed a
publications fund, somewhere along the line the objective was lost in
the shuffle.

Glenn donated all his interest in the book to the Club,

but it was not until the publication of the recent ski touring guides
that this long forgotten mandate was fulfilled.

Individual club members,

however, continued to peck away at their typewriters in the never—ending
task of documenting and recording climbing information.
In 1967 Culbert’s guide was re—issued by the Alpine Club with a sup
plement of new climbs; in 1g74 the entire Southwestern portion was ex
tensively rewritten and issued as the Alpine Guide to Southwestern B.C.
This familiar paperback was to serve for ten years as the Bible for
Lower Mainland climbers anxious to explore the mountaineering challenges
around Vancouver.
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Meanwhile events at Squamish were racing ahead.

An updated Chief

Guide was privately published in 1975, but so many new climbers were
appearing on the rock climbing scene that it was out of date in only a
few years.

Up stepped another club member, Anders Ourom, who was also

a well known figure in the BCMC.

Anders had been climbing at Squamish

since he was fourteen, and in the late seventies he was certainly one
of the strongest and most persistent rock climbers in Vancouver.

His

concise guide to the Chief, published by the BCMC in 1980, cleaned up
many inaccuracies and finally provided Squamish climbers with a decent
set of photos of all the main climbing crags.
VOC finally got back into the mainstream of guidebook publication
with a little help from the burgeoning interest in ski touring, which
has taken on such importance in the club schedules of late.

The story
of how the handsome guide to Ski Touring was conceived and brought to
reality is told in VOCJ 1983.
Even then the club was somewhat scooped

by the ambitious efforts of John Baldwin, who became to ski mountain
eering in the province what Culbert had been to exploratory climbing.
Working almost completely on his own and applying both his extensive
knowledge of the Coastal Ranges and a methodical organization

(acquired

no doubt from his lengthy sojourns in the Engineering Faculty at UBC),
John produced a highly useful goide which incorporated much useful cul
tural information of interest both to climbers and skiers.

This infor

mation included many other sources of current information, such as log
ging company phone numbers, airline information, weather statistics, and
SO

.

Exploring the Coast Mountains on Skis received a laudatory re

view in the prestigious Canadian Alpine Journal

—

but then the review was,

of course, written by yet another ex—VOC’er, Grant McCormack.

Along the

way another distinguished cx VOC’er named John Ricker published a very
significant opus
Bolivian Andes.

—

the first mountaineer’s guide to the Peruvian and

This authoritative volume finally documented the many

climbs in the famous Cordillera Blanca which had been made over the
years.

A fair bit of the exploration in these guidebook areas had been

made by John Bicker himself.

-

Finally, a word about our own efforts on the latest revision of
Culbert’s Alpine Guide might be in order.

The 1974 Southwestern Guide

appeared at a time when the mountaineering community in Canada was rapid
ly expanding.

Moreover great changes in techniques, attitudes, and es

pecially equipment, began to make themselves felt in the
the 1980’s.

ojntains in

Naturally, expanded logging operations were also pushing

back the frontiers of access into the hills.
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I returned from a year of living in Europe in late 1978, and moved
to Sardis, where I mete climber called Harold Redekop.

Together we

etarted exploring the Chehalis region, and quickly came to realize that
hee was a whole corner of southwestern B.C. which was barely covered by
Culbert’s 74 Guide.

More climbing in the Chilliwack Valley suggested to

me that Culbert’s work would require a major revision over the next few
The idea of taking on the project myself crystallized one pouring

years.
wet

Sunday,

during an attempted climb of Mt. Mamquem with Julian and Mary

Harrison, when we got into a discussion about the guide precipitated by
observations on the changed state of access in the Mamquam area since
‘74.

I contacted Dick Culbert, Glenn Woodaworth, and Alice Purdey, and

they all encouraged me to go ahead.

A couple of early organizational

meetings were held with Don Serl, Karl Bicker, Glenn, John Manual
tor of the Avalanche Echoes at the time)

and Max deJong.

(edi

I started mak

ing notes and sent out fifty letters to climbers soliciting information.
Few of these letters were answered, but fortunately, and largely because
of my involvement in VOC and the Alpine Club, I had a good network of
contacts whom I could phone and otherwise pester in order to collect
data.
Somewhere along the way I became invoived in the silviculture in—
duatry, and learned about government make work projects.

In the spring

of 1984 I applied for an employment contract under the Canada Works
Program to employ six people for varying periods over the summer months
to whip the Guide into shape and check all the data, then type and enter
it on word processing equipment.

I reckoned that by tapping government

funds for the revision I would be continuing the tradition established
by “the four prospectors”.

The contract was approved, and I hired Rob

Driscoll, Kevin Haberl, Anders Ourom and myself as research assistants.
As a result of this funding we were able to pretty well re—write the
guide from the ground up, and make major additioné and alterations in
style.

It should hopefully be published sometime this spring.

A word should, also be said, of course, about the VOC Journal.

Al

though sane might say that the journal contains a certain amount of
dross, it is also by far the best place to go for a year by year update

on changes that take place in access and routes in southwestern B.C.
The journal is also the only source which discusses many of the more
popular routes in Culbert’s guide.

Tony Webb’s discussion of a climb

on the Horth Face of the Lion (VOCJ 1983)

for example, would be a valu

able primer to anyone planning on tackling that climb.
It will thus be seen that, although the club itself has not estab—
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lished itself as a publisher of mountaineering guides per Ce, the en
thusiasm of individual members has done much to disperse the wealth of
information on the mountain environment gained during years of associa

tion with the club,

Glenn Woodsworth thinks the connection is simply

due to “the university mind”:

university students, that is, have a
propensity to classify, catagorize, collate and update.
A final note is offered by way of provoking some thought.
In
January I attended an executive meeting as the representative of the
publications committee of the Alpine Club of Canada, of which I am a
member.

The Alpine Club had tentative plans, to schedule at some time
in the future, publication of an anthoiogy of Canadian Mountaineer
ing

writing.

I was there to ask if the VOC wore interested in the idea,

and if they might like to participate in such a venture.
of the present executive left me with mixed feelings.

The reaction

To put it mildly,

they were not enthusiastic, suggesting that participation from individ
ual members of the club might be encouraged.

While no doubt those
executive members present acted in what they perceived to be the best
interests of the club, one could not help but think how different the
reaction might have been had it been Dick Culbert, Glenn Woodsworth
,
John Baldwin, Jap Page or indeed myself, sitting around the table.
I
do not think that participation of the VOC is likely to be critical to
the appearance of such a volume:

the Alpine Club is quite capable of

proceeding on their own, and will no doubt do so.

But it seems to me

the club may have missed a unique opportunity to develop a cub project
which would build on the legacy of those many club members who
put their
energies into similar projects in years gone by.

Such projects have,

over the past, proved themselves to be profitable means of focussing and
directing the enthusiasm of those who expect the VOC to be a little more

than just another hiking and cross country ski organization.
ots

of such organizations around.

There are

What has made VOC so unique has been

its capacity to assume a leadership role in the B.C. mountaineeri
ng ccx—
munity over the years despite the youthful age of its membership.

I
wonder if we are assting that leadership role in any meaningful way
these daya?
Way back in 1967 the club might have ensured themselves a secure
place in Canadian mountaineering publishing by channeling the funds from
the first Chief Guide back into future publications.
The opportunity
was lost, and when 1974 rolled around they were not in a position to take
on the publication of the first southwestern guide, which Culbert was
forced to finance himself.

Royalties from the VOC Ski Touring guide
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perhaps offer another such opportunity.

It remains to he seen whether

or not the glub can produce the leadership over the next couple of years
which will be capable of making something grow from this root.

THE VOC POLICY COMMITTEE

Fall ‘84

Darlene Anderson

This fall a group of VOC’ers got together to form the VOC Policy
Committee.

The driving force behind its formation was Kevin Eaberl, our

representative to the FMCBC (Federation of Mountain Clubs of B.C.)

To

some we may seem to be a group of rather self righteous individuals, but
of course we’d prefer to be thought of as people who care a great deal
about our environment and in particular the wilderness areas of B.C.
Consequently we’d like to be a part of trying to preserve it.
As a policy committee we were interested in trying to form policies
or statements which would indicate the VOC’s position about various
issues.

At first we wanted to deal with issues that directly concsrnsd

the club, such as cabin building, and later those with a broader scope,
such as controversial environmental debates.
Bince we were not an elected committee, any motion passed was for
warded to the VOC Executive for approval, or otherwise.

The Executive

elected to either make a decision on the motion themselves or, if it was
about a controversial issue, bring it to the general membership to vote
on.
Minutes were taken at all the meetings and below is a summary of
the motions passed and issues discussed.
I.
MOTION A

-

our most controversial

“The VOC is opposed to mechanized access to provincial parks, ex
cepting emergency access, and that mountain bike use be limited to
designated roads.”

-

October 29, 1984

—

Initial formulation.

November 8, 1984

-

Passed at VOC Policy Meeting and forwatded

November 13, 1984

-

to VOC Executive.
Executive decided to bring it to the General
Membership to vote on.
November 19, 1984

—

Audrey Pearson tried to amend ths motion,
but amendment did not pass.

November 28, 1984

-

Vote taken at the General Meeting, after a
psesentation of the pros and cons, and
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after a ten minute debate, motion did not
pass.
MOTION B
The voc s against privatization and the resulting user
fees at
Cypress and Seymour Parks, as well as in other provincial
parks.
November 8, 1984

-

Passed at VOC Policy Meeting and forwarded

—

Executive passed motion as VOC policy.

to Executive.
November 13, 1984
MOTION C

‘The VOC places a moratorium on further cabin building
because of
economic, practical and environmental reasons, with
the intent to
concentrate on other projects.’

II.
(i)

November 8, 1984

—

Passed at VOC POlicy Meeting.

November 13,

-

Executive passed motion as VOC policy.

1984

OTHER ISSUES DISCUSSED AND DEALT WITH.
Alan Dibb wrote a letter regarding the somewhat
controversial
issue of use of our cabins by ski-guiding operations.

The position
presented was that the VOC feels they should have first
priority
in use of the cabins built by VOC volunteer labour
and that they
would appreciate ski guide operators respecting this
position by
not using their cabins at certain times of the year, etc.
In es
sence the points raised in the letter represent
VOC policy on this
issue because the Executive approved of it and
sent it to three
local ski guide operators:
Herb Bleuer, Michael Jakobson, Frank
Bauman.

(ii)

Alan Dibb made up a map and trail descriptions of ten offtrail ski routes that would allow one to ski at Cypress
Park with
out paying the $3.75 user fee.
Copies were made available to the
membership.
It is also included in this year’s journal.

(iii)

ORC (Outdoor Recreation Council) presented some of
its member
clubs (the VOC is one) with a list of proposed Recreation
Corridors
asking them to comment on how important they think
each one is.
Recreation Corridors are rivers and trails which are
going to be
designated as important recreation, areas that are not
to be de—

(iv)

stroyed as such.
The Policy Committee checked those “corridors”
they felt were the most important and which should
be protected.
Jay NacArthur, came as a guest to one of the meetings
and in
formed us of the rules and regulations governing heliskiing.
He
also outlined the status of the park proposal being
made for Southern
Chilcotin Mountains.
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Jim Haberl outlined the environmental issues regarding South

(v)

Moresby and completed the presentation with a slide show of the
area.
Kevin Haberl informed us of the status of the Stein Valley

(vi)

issue regarding logging.
Pierre Friele brought a speaker to a General Meeting who dis

(vii)

cussed the Meares Island logging debate.
Letters.

(viii)

We should write them

—

to our government officials,

giving them our opinions on controversial (environmental)

issues,

especially if we feel strongly about the outcome of any decision
made about them by the government.

and so on...
The role of the VOC was also discussed and the committee came

Note.

up with a definition that was approved by this year’s executive(see Role of the VOC).
Regular Participants
Kevin Haberl (L)
Alan Dibb (chairman)
Henry Narsden
Alan Greer

Jacguie Gijssen
Vicki Venner
Darlene Anderson
Pierre Priele

-

Mary MacLean
Jill MacDonald
Tony Webb
Francois Welt

THE ROLE OF THE VOC
Henry Marsden

The VOC is a focus on campus for those who share an interest in
outdoor recreation.

The club meets in order to organize outdoor activi

ties of all kinds and levels of difficulty as well as to hold social
activities.

Its members share their resources, knowledge and experience

in order to facilitate and encourage further outings.
In recognition of both the value and fragility of our ,ilderness,
the club strives to encourage the use and appreciation of this resource
by:
—

—

Teaching the basic skills necessary for safe mountain travel.
Improving access to local areas through maintenance on access, traSls
and huts, and through distribution of information.

—

Increasing public awareness of the respect that must be shown in order
to preserve the natural beauty of those areas.

—

Informing ourselves on the problems arising from the conflicting uses
of our outdoor resource.

—

Promoting sound management of this resource, so that society’s needs be
balanced against the need to preserve the wilderness for future gener
ations.
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OFF TRAIL SKI ROUTES AT CYPRESS PARK
Alan Oibb

Below is a list of OFF TRAIL ski routes in
the Cypress Pork area,
(which should not he subject to the $3.75 user
fee). They are not “all
inclusive” nor necessarily the perfect descrip
tion, but are good sug
gestions for where to ski in the park for
free.
If you know of others,
let us know!
(Give to any executive member)
Some suggested routes involve skiing up the downh
ill runs.
Care
should be taken when doing this to avoid getting
in the way of any down
hill skiers.
Each route on this list is numbered end corresp
onds to the number
marked on the accompanying map.
DOWNHILL AREAS

(Intermediate)

Both chairlifts service easy runs suitable
for skiing up or down on
cross country skis.
The easiest run is “Panorama” oo the Black
chair,
followed by “Collins” on the Green chair.
Allow about half an hour to
ski up Black (using route described for
Black Mountain) and a bit
longer for Green.
1.

BLACK MOUNTAIN (Intermediate)
The summit of Black Mountain is a beautif
ul sub-alpine area of
ponds and open forest.
Ski up the logging road issiediately above
the downhill parking lot.
This road is marked “Ssden Powell Trail”
and is seldom used by downhillers, although
it cuts onto the Pan
orama run 2/3 of the way to the top.
Immediately behind the upper
chairlift terminal pick up one of the two
trails (making a loop)
leading to the summit.

2.

CYPRESS CREEK LOGGING ROADS

(Beginner)

Gentle logging roads are reached at the south
end of the downhill
parking lot.
Elevation is a few hundred feet lower than the
main
ski area.
The road on the east side of Cypress Creek
can be
reached from the maintenance compound road.
This area can also be
approached from Cypress Fells Perk (Caulf
ield exit, upper levels
3.

highway) by picking up the powerline road east
of the park.
SUNSET TRAIL (Beginner
Intermediate)

YEW LAKE

-

-

A flat native trail leeds NW through the
ski area to Yew Lake (15
mm.).
A small creek drains the meadow just beyond
the lake; where
the meadow ends.
Stay on the south side of the creek end follow
the red tape and markers to e flat area severa
l hundred feet below
the level of the lake (45 mm.).
Trail continued to Sunset P-’ech
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(highway 99), but gets very steep.
4.

STRACHAN LOGGING ROADS

(Beginner

-

Intermediate)

These two roads head NW from the downhill area, one above the other.
The intervening slash provides runs with a variety of steepnesses.
A loop encompassing the roads and the first viewpoint on
the Howe
Sound Crest trail (see map) would take shoot 45 minutes.
5.

HOWE SOUND CREST TRAIL (Advanced)

This trail goes up and down the many bumps of the Howe Sound Crest
and while it is hardly ideal ski terrain, it is the longest
trip in
the region and offers spectacular views.
upper Strachan logging road.
6.

MT. STRACHAN

Trail begins at N end of

Full day.

(Intermediate)

Ski up the T-bar, then continue up the Collins run to near
the top
of the Green chair.
Follow the rather steep open cut behind (north
of) the lift and continue along the broad ridge to the first summit.
Suitable run—taking terrain is available in various directions
off
the ridge.

The second (higher) peak involves a short, steep des

cent to the col between the first and second peak.

About 1½ hours

to the top.
7.

MT. STRACHAN

-

HOWE SOUND CREST TRAIL (Advanced)

From the col between the two peaks of Strachan, a steep 1000’ ver
tical run (often unsafe) on the northwest side leads to the
first
open ares on the Howe Sound Crest Trail, which is then
followed
back to the ski area.
8.

About 2½ hours.

MT. STRACHAN TO LOGGING ROADS

(Intermediate

-

Advanced)

From the top of Strachan, head southwest towards the logging
slash
instead of south towards the lift.
Moderately steep open slopes

give way to a short section of bush before opening out into
logging
slash.
9.

BADER POWELL TRAIL TO HOLLYBURN (Intermediate)

This trail can be found by heading into the trees just uphill from
the outhouses at the bottom of the ‘I—bar.

10.

The trail contours and
climbs until emerging on Hollyburn ridge’s “Romstad”
X-C ski run,
which leads towards Hollyburn peak.
It is also possible to reach
the peak by staying just west of the ridge.
About 2 hours to peak.
HOLLYBURN
STRACHAN TRAVERSE (Intermediate
Advanced)
-

-

From Hollyburn peak descend to east

(good ski terrain), then swing

around to east and down to reach upper section of
Green chair.
hours.

Continue to Strachan.

Collins” run on

Hollyburn to Strachn: 1½

An excellent half day trip is to ski from :o1iyI’rn to
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Strachan and down to the Howe Sound Crest Trail.
11.

GENTIAN LAKE AND AREA (Beginner, Intermediate)
The area SE of the X-C ski trails is out of Cypress Park and filled
with trails

Approach is by sneaking over from the

(and cabins).

X—C area, by following “Cypress Resort” road, branching off main
road before the X-C parking lot turn off, or by hiking up from
Eyremont Drive in the British Properties
Gentian Lake is quite flat and scenic.

Area around

(1 hour).

Trails also lead to Lost

Lake and along Brothers Creek.

WELL, SINCE

you

DID ASK, DEAN GURL...

Some short stories by John Pringle

“yes” said she, “it’s the twenty-fifth anniversary edition of the
VOC Journal

and we’d like you to reminisce.”

Little did she know that

that was like opening the floodgates on Leon Kolankiewics

—

although this

flood took rather longer to develop owing to the extreme age of its
author.

Stand back then

Whoosh

-

Too lake.

Somebody rescue that SYT

please.
Sweet Young Things were not unknown in The Old Stone Age either,
and a conversation I had with one of then while I was Summer Chairman
in 1960 should be recorded for posterity

(i.e., you).

I name no names,

of course, because it is Yours Truly’s opinion that SYT’s should be per
mitted, shall we say, a certain latitude in what passes for thought in
their little minds.

(And besides, she is still an SYT to YT.)

SYT:

“Where are you going this weekend, John?”

YT:

“Mt.

SYT:

“Oh, but you can’t go there.”

YT:

“Why not?”

SYT:

(in triumph):

So-and—so.”

(Since I forget which one)

“Because you haven’t been ther&”

(Reminds one of the crack abaut the storekeeper who says “Oh, you can’t
have that; it’s our last one.”
that actually happened?

But have you ever met anybody to whom

Well you have now; it happened to me in the UBC

Chemistry Department stores one fine day in 1959.).
A plaque was recently put up in the Whistler Ski Cabin to record
its construction by VOC in 1965-6; it also records the name of the archi
tect, Byron Olson, who was President in 1960-1.
tect was Olson at the time?
that question

—

What sort of an archi

Fortunately, evidence is at hand to answer

and since it will enable me to add to my many accomplish

ments that of published poet, I reproduce it here.
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Dear Postman, please present this mail
to Mr. Byron Olson, B. Arch.

(fail)

A budding architect he tried to be,
And so he went to Varsity.
They taught him space, they taught him line,
A BOX was all he could design.
He livss there now; try 41
In CA11ROSE, ALTA., and be done.
I wrote that on an envelope in the summer of 1960,
and would you believe
it? The Post Office delivered it in record time:
you liked that? Well, how about another
the Post Office did not
distinguish themselves on this one, but they did deliver
it eventually.
When I left UBC in 1961, there was a wee gathering
to see me off, at
which there was considerable discussion about what
was going to happen
to my “trap lines”, though what they were supposed
to be I have, of
course, no idea.
Anyway, the gentleman who was most interested in those
-

“trap lines” was Ian Stirling, who was one half of
a villainous duo
known as the “heavenly twins”.

Ian, of course, was well aware of the
need for a good public image to coverup his villain
y, and so he went
around claiming to be Boy Puritan; he also wrote poetry
as a hobby, and
became President of VOC in 1962—3.
From far away in Ontario, therefore,
I defended my trap lines with this:
-

Dear Postman, let us pause and send a curse
To one of my competitors in verse.
One Tan Stirling, a heavenly twin:
Excessive wenching is his major sin.
Boy Puritan he claims to be,

But not so pure as you will V.O.C.
The A.M.S. may have much to say,
And even U.B.C. some later day.
VANCOIJVEE

Be awakened to his pranks,

And all B.C. will shower me with thanks.
But perhaps this boy will heed the signs,
And keep his

***

off my trap lines:

(His comment on this was to cock his snoot to an absurd
angle, and claim
my verse didn’t scan
as if I cared!)
-

Talking of Ian Stirling reminds me of a story he told
me about the
1962 VOC Long Hike, which was housed in the school
gym (long gone now)
at Woodfibre.
Back in the Old Stone Age, you understand, the sexes
were
rigidly segregated for sleeping purposes, and so when
Ian, as Fresident,
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“The girls will

stepped into the middle of the floor and announced:

sleep down that end, the boys will sleep down that end
ing in the middle!” he got the reaction he expected.

—

and I’m sleep

Ian was quite

stunned, however, when he was subsequently approached by two new members,
a boy and a girl, who humbly asked if they could sleep in the middle
That’s quite a com

with him because they were married to each other!

mentary on the social changes that have occurred in the last twenty
years, isn’t it?

After all, kiddywinka, you wouldn’t bother to ask

-

or get married either!
John Denton and I had been exploring the headwatera of the Aahlu,
as described in the 1963 Journal, and we had just started on our way out.
I

After a week’s strenuous activity, involving much, much bushwhacking,
was beat; my pack weighed a ton, and it was all I could do to put one
Not so

foot in front of the other until I got into a nice hot bath.

dear old John; the man was as strong as the proverbial ox, and he was
still skipping about like a gazelle

—

and a young one at that.

At one

point, we had stopped for a bite to eat, and I surreptitiously checked
his pack; as I had suspected, it was at least half as heavy again as
mine.

(Why are people like that allowed to exist?)

So there we were,

eating our snack, when suddenly John looked past me, his eyes widened,
and he whispered:

“aear!”

I looked round in a hurry, I can tell you, but I couldn’t see any
bear.

When I looked back at John, however, dammit if the man wasn’t

rummaging round in his pack and hauling out the pieces of his collap
sible Armalite rifle!

As he hurriedly put it together, he was posi

tively salivating at the thought of steaks d’ourse, rare and juicy.

I

knew that I would be expected to help carry them out, and so I was most
definitely on the side of the boar; besides I was more than slightly
worried as to whether the Armalite, a .22 model, was adequate artillery
for bear.

Nothing I said, however, could dissuade John; once he had the

weapon together, he disappeared into the bush.
for the shot

,

I waited in trepidation

but to my relief none came; and when John returned a

short while later, he had to admit

—

reluctantly

-

that the bear had

got away!
There is, I believe, something known as the Statute of Limitations,
which says that if you can get away with it for twenty years, you can
get away with it forever.
you, kiddywinks,

Even if there ian!t, I am sure I can count on

to keep the story from my fellow fossils

-

since it will

only tarnish their image of me as The Great and Glorious Leader.
agreed, then?

Right!

Are we

I, John Peter Scott Pringle, presently residing
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in the fair city of Squamish, B.C., do confess that I, at or about 2
P.M. on the afternoon of Sunday, the twenty—second day of January in the
year of Our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty—one, being near the
suassit of the mountain known as Baker in the great State of Washington,
was drunk in charge of the VOC party engmged in climbing same.

But

though I confess to being in that state at that time and in that place,
you must understand that it was of course none of my doing; the fault
lay entirely with Mr. Nicholas Close

(VOC President 1961—2).

Let me

explain.
The previous Thursday, Hans Omoser had shown a ski film at the
Queen Elizabeth Theatre, and a number of us were milling around in the
foyer afterwards when a gentleman by the name of Helmut Kreutz rushed
up and said:

“Let’s go and climb Mt. Baker this weekend.” Now Helmut
was not in VOC, but he did have transport in the shape of a VW microbus;
largely on the strength of that, he had participated in a number of
climbs the previous summer.

Nobody took his suggestion seriously at

first; climbing Baker in the middle of winter was not to be taken light
ly, as our own past experience and the horror stories in the Kuishan
Cabin logbook could attest.

But when ha pressed the project, it began
to look rather more reasonable; Vancouver had bean in fog for a week,
and that suggested that the air masses were very stable.

Above that

fog, the sum might be shining, and in good weather an ascent of Baker
is perfectly feasible, whatever the time of year.
On the Saturday, therefore, we drove down in the microbus, and as
we climbed the hillside beyond Sumas, we came out of the fog and into
glorious sunshine

—

there was just not a cloud in the sky.

A discus

sion was held as to whether this could be considered as an “official”
VOC trip or not (translation:

whether alcohol could not, or could be
tsken(, and it was unanimously decided that, since it had not been pub
licised at a VOC meeting, it was not (though it was, of course, recorded
in the 1961 Journal).

A bottle of loganberry wine was thus bought for
consumption on the summit if we got there, and for consolation if we did
not (i.e., the article in the 1961 Journal omits some important
details).
In fact, there were no problems on the way up, and so we arrived on the
summit at about 1 p.m., still in perfect weather; for the time and place,
in fact, it was remarkably warm.

And then it came time to toast our

success with the bottle.
Since I was making a movie of the trip, the first thing was to take
a shot of the bottle

-

full.

Then we opened it, and I took a shot of

each person taking a good, hearty swig.

When they had all had thcr
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share, I selected the person who, up to that moment, I had regarded as
the most intelligent of my companions, namely Mr. Nicholas Close; I
handed him te camera, told him which button to press and for how long.
Then I went off to the bottle, picked it up, and took my good

hearty

swig, only to hear:

“Jo—ohn, which button was it?”

and show him AGAIN.

Of course, that was not entirely a disadvantage,

So I had to go over

because I got to take a second good, hearty swig from the bottle, only
to hear:

“Jo—ohn, nothing happened.”

So I went over to him once more,

and discovered that the film motor had not been rewound (Whaddy mean I
had forgotten to rewind it?
if he had known how?)

Nicky could have rewound it, couldn’t he,

So the motor was rewound, and I went back and

took my third good, hearty swig, by which time the bottle was empty;
fortunately Nicky got it right this time.
bottle

—

empty

—

I took a final shot of the

and then we started down.

Now I am sure you will all appreciate three things.

Firat, that

Baker is a rather large mountain, so that we had been on the road for
some eight or nine hours without much food;

and second, that I had con

sumed three times as much alcohol as anyone else.
cohol on an empty stomach

.

.

.

And third, that al

There was no problem crossing the summit

plateau, but as we started down the Roman Wall, whambo
Was I ever

Was I “happy”?

But the “happiness” was not untinged with anxiety because

I was the last man on the last rope off the summit.

I could not afford

to slip myself, and I had to be ready to stop anyone else

-

but that

small portion pf my mind still in working order was distinctly sceptical
of my ability to do either.

Fortunately, because I was the last man,

nobody could see Their Great And Glorious Leader staggering around on
the end of the rope; eyen more fortunately, nobody slipped.

And because

the old metabolism was working overtime., the alcohol molecules were
quickly rounded up and destroyed.

Which was just as well, because the

trip down thisequently became nowhere near ma uneventful as the trip up
(but that is a story you can read about in the 1961 VOCJ).
So I confess:
middle of January

I was drunk in charge on the top of Mt. Baker in the
-

but don’t tell anyone I saidso, will you?
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AND NOW
A WORD
FROM OUR
SPONSORS
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to meet the needs
of self propelled
mountain travellers
, Mountain
1822 W. 4th Av•.
(at Burrard)
Vancouver

7316181
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Sc qce’
The centre for cross
country skiing
2671 WEST BROADWAY
VANCOUVER, B.C. V6K 2G2

PHONE:

731-8818

731-3326
Specializing in Nordic Skiing’
• Cross country ski CHARTERS

Cross country ski touring
Cross country rentals
• Cross country ski school
-

Cross country downhill (T&emark)
Backpacking and Hiking
Tennis & other racquet sports

*

Running shoes & clothing
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We
started at
the VOC.
Mountain Equipment
Co-op was started IA
years ago by a small
group of VOC members.
Their aim was to do
something about the poor
selection and high prices of climbing equipment then available
in Vancouver. Their ideas worked and grew. Today our
motto is still good gear, good prices, good people, and the
Co-op’s guarantee behind everything we sell,
Vancouver Store
Write or Phone for a Free Catalog
428W. 8th Ave., Vancouver, B.C. V5Y INQ (604) 872-8247
Calgary Store
112-11th Ave. SE., Calgary Alberta T2G 0X5
Toronto Store, Opening March 1985
A
675 Yonge St., Toronto. Ontario M4Y 2B2
—

‘MOUNTAIN
EQUIPMENT
‘CO-OP

